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X-shooter and ALMA spectroscopy of GRB 161023A
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ABSTRACT

Context. Long gamma-ray bursts are produced during the dramatic deaths of massive stars with very short lifetimes, meaning that they explode
close to the birth place of their progenitors. During a short period they become the most luminous objects observable in the Universe, being perfect
beacons to study high-redshift star-forming regions.
Aims. To use the afterglow of GRB 161023A at a redshift z = 2.710 as a background source to study the environment of the explosion and the
intervening systems along its line-of-sight.
Methods. For the first time, we complement UV/Optical/NIR spectroscopy with millimetre spectroscopy using ALMA, which allows us to probe
the molecular content of the host galaxy. The X-shooter spectrum shows a plethora of absorption features including fine-structure and metastable
transitions of Fe, Ni, Si, C and O. We present photometry ranging from 43 s to over 500 days after the burst.
Results. We infer a host-galaxy metallicity of [Zn/H] = −1.11±0.07, which corrected for dust depletion results in [X/H] = −0.94±0.08. We do not
detect molecular features in the ALMA data, but we derive limits on the molecular content of log(NCO/cm−2) < 15.7 and log(NHCO+/cm−2) < 13.2,
which are consistent with those that we obtain from the optical spectra, log(NH2/cm−2) < 15.2 and log(NCO/cm−2) < 14.5. Within the host galaxy
we detect three velocity systems through UV/Optical/NIR absorption spectroscopy, all with levels that were excited by the GRB afterglow. We
determine the distance from these systems to the GRB to be in the range between 0.7 and 1.0 kpc. The sight-line to GRB 161023A shows 9
independent intervening systems, most of them with multiple components.
Conclusions. Although no molecular absorption was detected for GRB 161023A, we show that GRB millimetre spectroscopy is now feasible and
is opening a new window on the study of molecular gas within star-forming galaxies at all redshifts. The most favoured lines-of-sight for this
purpose will be those with high metallicity and dust.

1. Introduction

Long-duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are produced by the
deaths of very massive stars. As such, the lives of their progen-
itors are short and these are expected to explode within or near
the star-forming regions in which they were formed. Their early
emission outshines the rest of the Universe in gamma-rays for
a few seconds. In optical they can also reach extreme luminosi-
ties during the first seconds, having reached a record absolute
magnitude of -38.7 mag (in the rest-frame U-band; Bloom et al.
2009). Their afterglows are produced as material that has been

? Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO pro-
grammes 098.A-0055, 098.D-0710 and 0100.D-0649. This paper makes
use of the following ALMA data: ADS/JAO.ALMA#2016.1.00862.T.
ALMA is a partnership of ESO (representing its member states), NSF
(USA) and NINS (Japan), together with NRC (Canada) and NSC and
ASIAA (Taiwan) and KASI (Republic of Korea), in cooperation with
the Republic of Chile. The Joint ALMA Observatory is operated by
ESO, AUI/NRAO and NAOJ. This work is based in part on observa-
tions made with the Spitzer Space Telescope, which is operated by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology under a
contract with NASA. Support for this work was provided by NASA
through an award issued by JPL/Caltech.

ejected through jets at ultrarelativistic velocities collides with the
interstellar medium, decelerating and emitting synchrotron radi-
ation. This long-lasting emission can be usually detected at op-
tical wavelengths for several days after the burst onset, and for
weeks or even months at radio frequencies.

GRBs are consequently not only interesting sources for the
study of some of the most extreme physics in the Universe, but
can also be used as extremely luminous beacons that shine from
the heart of star-forming regions. These beacons of light allow
us to probe the region in which the GRB formed, its host galaxy,
the intergalactic medium, and any intervening systems along the
line-of-sight (e.g., Pollack et al. 2009). In fact, they are one of
the only means of studying star-forming galaxies at very high
redshift from inside, independently of their size and luminosity
(Fynbo et al. 2008). However, when studying the closest environ-
ment of the GRB, we have to consider that the intense radiation
released during the GRB explosion has a detectable effect on the
surroundings of the GRB. Afterglow emission has been shown to
excite spectral lines up to distances of the order of 1 kpc within
the host galaxy (e.g., Vreeswijk et al. 2007, D’Elia et al. 2009a).

The most significant drawback when studying GRBs and us-
ing them as light beacons is that they also fade very rapidly. This
implies that, even using the largest telescopes, we need to have
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Fig. 1. Light curve of GRB 161023A in optical and near-infrared bands. Downward pointing triangles are 3-σ upper limits. The gray vertical lines
mark the times of the X-shooter and ALMA observations. The solid and dashed lines show the fits of the photometric data to broken power
laws, as explained in section 3.1. Plotted in brown is the tail of the gamma-ray emission detected by Konus-Wind.

a very fast reaction time and use instrumentation that allows us
to observe a broad spectral range simultaneously. This is the rea-
son why instruments like GROND (Greiner et al. 2008), with
its 7-band simultaneous imaging capability, or X-shooter, capa-
ble of obtaining spectroscopy from 3000 to 24800 Å in a sin-
gle shot, were built. To observe the very early light curve and
probe the phase when the gamma-ray emission is still ongo-
ing, even faster approaches, such as robotic observatories (i.e.,
French et al. 2004; Boër et al. 1999), are needed.

The advances in millimetre/submillimetre instrumentation
are giving us a new way of observing astronomical sources. For
GRB studies, these wavelengths have the advantage that the peak
emission is normally reached within hours to days after the burst,
unlike the gamma-ray emission that peaks within seconds or the
optical emission that reaches maximum within tens of seconds.
In particular ALMA is now capable of responding to target-of-
opportunity alerts with reaction times of the order of a day and
unprecedented sensitivities. These wavelengths are interesting
because they normally cover the location of the peak synchrotron
frequency during the first day and also cover some of the most
prominent molecular transitions.

In this paper we present imaging and spectroscopy of the af-
terglow of GRB 161023A, including for the first time millimetre
spectroscopy in search of several molecular features. This burst,
at a redshift of z = 2.710, is amongst the group of most lumi-
nous afterglows detected to date, both in optical and millimetre
wavelengths.

Section 2 presents the observations and some details on the
data reduction of the different data sets. Section 3 presents the

results derived from these observations. In section 4 we discuss
these results and place them into the context of previous observa-
tions. Finally, in section 5 we provide our conclusions. Through-
out the paper we use the convention where Fν ∝ tανβ, and a cos-
mology with H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and ΩV = 0.7
(Spergel et al. 2003).

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. High-energy observations

GRB 161023A was first identified by INTEGRAL as a long
gamma-ray burst that triggered the IBIS detector at 22:38:40 UT
of 23 October 2016 (Mereghetti et al. 2016), we use as the trig-
ger reference time T0 throughout this paper. The GRB had a T90
duration of ∼ 80 s in the IBIS observations. Only lower limits
on the fluence of the burst were given using the IBIS data, as the
brightness of the event resulted in saturation of the detectors. The
burst was also observed by Konus-Wind at 22:39:12.321 UT (the
later detection with respect to INTEGRAL is due to the lower
sensitivity of Konus with respect to IBIS) which measured a du-
ration of ∼ 50 s. The burst had a fluence of (4.2± 0.6)× 10−5 erg
cm−2 in the 20 keV - 10 MeV observer-frame energy range and a
peak energy of Ep = 163+37

−28 keV (Frederiks et al. 2016). Finally,
the burst was also detected by AstroSat CZTI in the 40-200 keV
range with a T90 duration of 44 s (Sharma et al. 2016). The light
curve showed a single peak at 22:39:10.00 UT.

Using the Konus-Wind fluence and spectral fit, together with
the redshift of z = 2.710 (Tanvir et al. 2016, refined in this pa-
per), we determine the isotropic-equivalent released energy in
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the 1 keV - 10 MeV rest-frame band to be Eiso,γ = (6.3 ± 0.9) ×
1053 erg, which is toward the upper end of the typical energy re-
lease of GRBs (Butler et al. 2007; Amati et al. 2009; Ackermann
et al. 2013). We also use the redshift to transform the peak en-
ergy to rest frame, Ep,rest = 605+137

−104 keV. These values lie well
within the expected values for the Ep - Eiso correlation for long
GRBs (Amati et al. 2002).

Follow-up observations of the burst were performed by the
Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Gehrels et al. 2004), which de-
tected an X-ray counterpart starting 34.8 ks after the trigger
(D’Aì et al. 2016). The analysis of the X-ray afterglow data
(Evans et al. 2009) showed a spectral slope of β = −1.05+0.26

−0.18,
and a decay with a slope of α = −1.23+0.16

−0.21 (considering a sin-
gle power-law decay). The intrinsic equivalent hydrogen column
density derived from the X-ray attenuation is consistent with the
Galactic value of NH = 3.18 × 1020 cm−2, allowing us to only
derive a 3-σ upper limit at the redshift of the host galaxy of
NH < 3.0 × 1022 cm−2.

2.2. Optical and infrared photometry

A bright optical counterpart to GRB 161023A was rapidly iden-
tified by the MASTER II robotic telescope (Gorbovskoy et al.
2016), starting at 22:39:24 UT (T0 + 44 s). The afterglow bright-
ness reached a maximum ∼ 3 min after the burst, with a magni-
tude of ∼ 12.5. Early follow-up was also obtained by the Watcher
robotic telescope which started observing 43 s after the trigger
(Martin-Carrillo et al. 2016), using 5 s images for the first 10
minutes and then switching to 60 s exposures. The evolution as
seen by Watcher also had an early rise in brightness, reaching a
maximum 200 s after the burst at r′ = 12.8 mag, after which it
decayed to r′ = 14.4 mag 893 s after the burst. Later observa-
tions were reported by TAROT, ranging from 64 to 143 min after
the burst (Klotz et al. 2016a), the Faulkes Telescope South 10.6
hr after the burst (Guidorzi et al. 2016), the Zadko telescope 0.55
days after the GRB (Klotz et al. 2016b), and the GROND detec-
tor (Greiner et al. 2008) mounted on the 2.2 m MPG telescope, at
ESO La Silla observatory, Chile, for which the first epoch, start-
ing 25.2 hr after the burst, was reported by Krühler & Greiner
(2016).

In this paper we present the observations performed with the
0.4 m Watcher telescope (French et al. 2004), the 0.25 m TAROT
La Silla telescope, the 2.0 m Faulkes South telescope, the 1.0
m Zadko Gingin telescope, and the 2.2 m MPG telescope with
GROND. Our photometric data set also includes an r′-band ob-
servation obtained during the acquisition of the X-shooter spec-
trum at ESO’s Very Large Telescope (VLT). We have added ob-
servations obtained using the FORS2 instrument at the VLT as
part of a different programme (Wiersema et al. in prep.). Finally,
we include a deep observation obtained with FORS2 in March
2018 in search of the host galaxy, which remains undetected
down to a strong 3-σ limit of 26.5 mag. The photometry of all
these data was obtained based on Sloan magnitudes of secondary
standard stars based on GROND observations of SDSS fields. In
the case of FORS2 the observations performed with the Rspecial
filter were calibrated directly with the Sloan r′. The photometric
data are presented in Table A.1 and shown in Fig. 1.

The field of GRB 161023A was also observed at late times
with the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) on the
Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004), as part of the ex-
tended Swift GRB HOst gAlaxy Legacy Survey (SHOALS; Per-
ley et al. 2016a). We acquired 108 dithered images of 100s each
for a total exposure time of 3.0 hours, all using the 3.6 µm filter

(channel 1). The Post-Basic Calibrated Data image was down-
loaded from the Spitzer legacy archive; no source is detected at
the position of the GRB to a limit of >25.3 mag.

2.3. X-shooter spectroscopy

The X-shooter spectrograph (Vernet et al. 2011), installed on
ESO’s Very Large Telescope (Chile) observed the optical coun-
terpart of GRB 161023A at a mean epoch 2.795 hrs after the
burst.The observation consisted of 2x600s exposures covering
the spectral range between 3000 and 24800 Å.

The spectral resolution is slightly different in the three arms.
Furthermore, when the seeing is smaller than the slit width, the
actual resolution is better than the nominal resolution for the
given arm and slit. We determine the real spectral resolution fol-
lowing the procedure outlined in Selsing et al. (2018) and find
resolutions of 38.5 km s−1, 31.4 km s−1, and 35.5 km s−1 for the
UVB, VIS, and NIR arms, respectively.

In the X-shooter spectrum we identify numerous absorption
features (see Table A.2 and Fig. 2) including the hydrogen Ly-
man series down to the Lyman limit, S ii, Si ii, Si iv, C iv, Al ii,
Fe ii, Ni ii, Zn ii, Mg ii, Mg i, Mn ii and O i, many of which have
been reported by Tanvir et al. (2016). Several elements also show
fine-structure lines and metastable transitions, at a redshift of
z = 2.710, that are expected to be excited by the radiation of
the GRB, confirming that this is indeed the redshift of the GRB.
The absorption features also show several velocity components,
as will be discussed in the following section. In addition, the
spectrum shows multiple intervening systems along the line-of-
sight ranging from ∼1200 km s−1 bluewards of the GRB red-
shift, down to z = 1.14 (see Sect. 3.4). This data set is available
through the GRBSpec database1 (de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2014).

2.4. ALMA observations

Millimetre observations were carried out in ALMA Bands 3 and
7 two days after the burst, from 25 October 2016 23:03:11.0
to 26 October 2016 00:22:33.3 UT, and from 26 October 2016
00:44:44.1 to 26 October 2016 01:42:38.4 UT, respectively.
The configuration used 38 array elements with baselines rang-
ing from 18 m to 1.2 km, equivalent to 5-374 kλ (Band 3)
and 21-1300 kλ (Band 7). Integration time on source was 51
(with PWV 1.0 mm) and 38 minutes (with PWV 0.74 mm),
respectively. In Band 3, the correlator was set up in two low-
resolution (15.6 MHz bins) 1.875 GHz wide spectral windows
centred at ∼106 GHz and ∼108 GHz, and three high-resolution
(one 0.122 MHz and two 0.244 MHz bins) 468.75 MHz wide
spectral windows centered at 93.5, 96.4 and 96.8 GHz, respec-
tively. In Band 7, the correlator was set up in four low-resolution
(15.6 MHz) 1.875 GHz windows centered at 337.5, 339.4, 347.5
and 349.5 GHz.

The data were calibrated with CASA (version 4.7, McMullin
et al. 2007) using the calibration script provided in the ALMA
archive, and subsequently images were produced by using the
combined emission in each spectral window. The resolution
achieved using natural weighting was 0′′.77 × 0′′.63 (P.A. 50◦)
and 0′′.24 × 0′′.17 (P.A. 70◦) for Bands 3 and 7, respectively.
Moreover, data cubes were produced for the individual spec-
tral windows which were imaged at the original resolution for
the low-resolution windows and binned to 12 MHz for the high-
resolution windows. The flux calibration was based on obser-
vations of the quasars J1924-2914 and J2056-4714 for Bands 3

1 http://grbspec.iaa.es
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Fig. 2. X-shooter spectrum of GRB 161023A. Top left: Acquisition image indicating the position of the slit. Top right: Flux-calibrated spectrum.
Each colour represents one of the X-shooter arms. Horizontal gray bars mask the regions affected by strong telluric absorption bands. Below:
Normalised spectrum together with the 2D spectrum. Each of the different absorption systems are marked in a different colour, as indicated at the
bottom. At the top of the 1D spectra we mark the telluric features with black lines, their widths being proportional to their intensity, as done in de
Ugarte Postigo et al. (2010).
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Fig. 3. Top: Continuum image obtained with ALMA at 350 GHz.
The GRB afterglow is clearly seen in the centre of the image. Several
other faint objects can be seen within the field-of-view, which measures
15′′ × 15′′. North is up and East is to the left. Centre: Spitzer image of
the field in the 3.6 µm band, showing a slightly larger region. The box
indicates the area of the upper figure. Sources S1 and S4 are detected.
Bottom: Late deep image obtained with FORS2 at VLT in the Rspecial
band. Whereas ALMA sources S2, and S3 have no corresponding opti-
cal counterparts, S4 could be part of a nearby spiral galaxy to the South
West and S1 is marginally detected.

and 7, respectively. In Table 2 we show the flux measurements
obtained for the afterglow of GRB 161023A in each of the dif-
ferent spectral windows.

Table 2. Flux measurements for the afterglow of GRB 161023A.

T-T0 Frequency ALMA Band Width Fν
(day) (GHz) Band (GHz) (mJy)
2.045 93.24041 3 0.469 2.87±0.07
2.045 96.20021 3 0.469 2.83±0.07
2.045 96.59022 3 0.469 2.96±0.07
2.045 105.9892 3 1.875 3.00±0.07
2.045 107.9890 3 1.875 3.04±0.04
2.108 336.4946 7 1.875 2.24±0.12
2.108 338.4321 7 1.875 2.01±0.11
2.108 348.4946 7 1.875 1.88±0.11
2.108 350.4946 7 1.875 2.09±0.12

Table 3. Sources tentatively detected in the neighbourhood of
GRB 161023A in the 350 GHz band, with typical positional errors of
0′′.03.

Object R.A. Dec. Fν (µJy)
S1 20:44:05.398 -47:39:48.15 190 ± 70
S2 20:44:04.892 -47:39:42.55 320 ± 70
S3 20:44:04.676 -47:39:42.95 230 ± 70
S4 20:44:04.598 -47:39:52.88 260 ± 80

From the ALMA observations we derive the most precise
coordinates (J2000) for the afterglow of GRB 161023A:

RA: 20:44:05.1718 (±0.s0003)
Dec.: −47:39:47.921 (±0′′.005)

In the 350 GHz (Band 7) image obtained by ALMA, we
identify 4 additional tentative sources detected at & 3σ, as shown
in Fig. 3. The coordinates and flux densities of these sources are
given in Table 3. In the deep Spitzer image, shown in the middle
panel, sources S2 and S3 are not detected. However, S4 is part
of a bright extended galaxy and S1 is also detected at 24.9 ± 0.3
mag. The host galaxy of GRB 161023A is not detected down to
a 3 − σ limit of > 25.3 mag at 3.6 µm. Within the deep FORS2
image (bottom panel) we do not detect any optical counterparts
to sources S2 or S3. As in the Spitzer image S4 is detected in
the outskirts of a bright spiral galaxy. S1 is faintly detected at a
magnitude of r′ = 26.27±0.24. The 3-σ limit for the host galaxy
is r′ > 26.5 mag.

3. Results

3.1. Spectral energy distribution and light curves in the
context of the fireball model

The standard fireball model (Sari et al. 1998, 1999) describes
the temporal evolution of the afterglow light curve as a series of
power-laws. Similarly, the spectra of the afterglow are expected
to be synchrotron radiation which is described by several spec-
tral power-laws that meet at characteristic break frequencies: νm
is the typical frequency of the electrons, νa the self-absorption
frequency and νc is the cooling frequency. Depending on sev-
eral parameters that characterise the properties of the ejecta and
the media that the shock interacts with, we obtain different spec-
tral and temporal slopes for the different observed bands. The
most relevant parameters that define these slopes are the electron
index p, which describes the distribution of shock-accelerated
electrons in the circumburst medium, and the density profile of
the external medium with which the ejecta interacts. The density
profile is often found to be uniform ∝ r0 (as for an interstellar
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Fig. 4. Spectral energy distribution of GRB 161023A at the time of the
ALMA observations, 50 hrs after the GRB.

medium), but in some cases the data have been seen to be fit bet-
ter with a wind medium, ∝ r−2. This standard fireball is often
complemented with the presence of a reverse-shock component
at early times, with a sharper temporal rise and decay than ex-
pected for the forward shock of the fireball (Sari & Piran 1999;
Kobayashi 2000; Kobayashi & Sari 2000).

To make a rough analysis in the context of this model we
perform temporal and spectral fits of our data. In this analy-
sis we ignore the first four Watcher r′-band datapoints, which
are likely linked to the tail of the prompt gamma-ray emission,
and behave similarly to that of the afterglow of GRB 080603A
(Guidorzi et al. 2011). We then fit the early rise and subsequent
decay with a smoothly broken power-law:

Fk(t) = mk

(( tb
t

)α1n
+

( tb
t

)α2n)− 1
n

(1)

Hereby, mk is the normalization for each band (left as a free
and non-shared parameter), α1,2 are the temporal slopes, tb is the
break time, n is the smoothness of the break (see, e.g., Zeh et al.
2006 for more details). While for the early fit (between 0.001
and 0.1 d) we only use the r′ band, as we have no other colour
information, the “normal” decay (after 0.1 d) and the late steep
decay are fit in all bands with another smoothly broken power-
law, where we share all parameters in the different bands, ex-
cept for the different normalisations. Such a fit takes the max-
imum amount of available data into account, leading to a
more tightly constrained SED. We note that the “normal” de-
cay slope result is identical in both fits. From these fits, we derive
the following parameters for the optical light curve (see Fig. 1):
the initial rise to peak αrise = 5.44 ± 0.13, the break from rise
to decay tb,1 = 0.00181 ± 0.00002 days (156 ± 2 s), the “nor-
mal” decay slope α1 = −1.063 ± 0.002, the break from normal
to steep decay tb,2 = 2.81 ± 0.30 days, and the post-break decay
slope α2 = −2.25±0.15. The break smoothness for the peak was
left as a parameter free to vary and we find n1 = 0.605±0.025, a
very smooth rollover. The second break is also not sharp, we find
n2 = 2.41 ± 0.60. As we find no evidence for a host-galaxy con-
tribution to the light curve (especially considering the late deep
limit from VLT/FORS2), we do not include a host value in the
fit.

We have created a spectral energy distribution (SED) at the
time of the ALMA observation (t − t0 = 50 hr) spanning from
the millimetre data all the way to the X-ray domain, observed

with Swift/XRT, which is shown in Fig. 4. For this fit we in-
terpolate the X-ray band to 50 hr using the fits of the previ-
ous section. The optical and the X-ray data seem to be on the
same synchrotron spectral segment: The optical to X-ray spec-
tral slope, βOX = −1.021 ± 0.015, is consistent with the X-ray
index, βX = −1.05+0.26

−0.18 (a value obtained from the Swift/XRT
pages2 which was calculated by fitting all the X-ray data), and
is also very similar to the one obtained from the GROND pho-
tometry when performing a direct fit without assuming any host
galaxy extinction (βO = −1.03 ± 0.05). The ALMA data are be-
low the extrapolation, meaning that a spectral break must lie in
between the NIR and submm wavelengths. This scenario is con-
sistent with a standard fireball expanding in a medium with an
electron index of p = 2.03, which implies β = −1.015 at fre-
quencies higher than νc and β = −0.515 between νm and νc.
However, the spectral slope between the two ALMA observa-
tions (βALMA = −0.29 ± 0.03) is shallower than β = −0.515,
but is not compatible with β = +0.3 which would be expected
below the νm frequency. This indicates that the peak spectral fre-
quency is between the two bands. This is confirmed when we
look at the spectral slope defined within the side bands of Band
3 which, thanks to their high signal-to-noise ratio and in spite
of the short wavelength range allow us to determine a slope of
βBand3 = +0.39 ± 0.13 consistent with the expected β = +1/3.
The larger errors in Band 7 prevent us from determining the
spectral slope, although a flux density decreasing toward shorter
wavelengths is favoured.

By using the light curve slopes together with the spectral
slopes determined in the previous paragraphs, we can constrain
the model even more. We use the closure relations (Gao et al.
2013) to determine that the fireball was expanding in environ-
ment with an electron index is p = 2.06 ± 0.04. According to
these assumption, the spectral slopes are expected to be βmodel =
−0.53 ± 0.02 for the case νm < ν < νc and βmodel = −1.03 ± 0.2
for νc < ν (consistent with the observed βOX = −1.021 ± 0.015).
The temporal slopes for ν > νc, where we expect to have both
optical and X-ray data, would be αmodel = −1.04 ± 0.03 before
the jet break (consistent with the observed α1 = −1.063± 0.002)
and αmodel = −2.06± 0.04 after the jet break (consistent with the
observed α2 = −2.25 ± 0.15).

The joint fit of all data after 0.1 days, as described above, al-
lows us to derive a very precise g′r′i′z′JHKS SED that takes all
multi-colour data into account. We find no evidence for colour
evolution, this would manifest itself in a high χ2 value as well
as significant residuals from the fit, which we do not see. Fit-
ting the SED with dust models from Pei (1992), considering
the filter response curves, we find that the best fit is given by
SMC-like dust (in accordance with the majority of GRB sight-
lines, Kann et al. 2010, Greiner et al. 2011, Bolmer et al. 2018),
although an LMC-like extinction profile can not be ruled out.
For SMC dust, we find small but significant line-of-sight ex-
tinction AV = 0.09 ± 0.03 mag and an intrinsic spectral slope
β = −0.66 ± 0.08 (see Fig. 5).

Finally, using the light-curve break time we can estimate the
half-opening angle of the jet. The observed break time of tb,obs =
2.81±0.30 day implies a rest-frame break time of tb,rest = 0.758±
0.082 day. Using the method described by Racusin et al. (2009)
based on the one of Frail et al. (2001), the jet half-opening angle
(in radians) is defined as

θ j = 0.057t3/8
j

(
3.5

1 + z

)3/8 ( ηγ
0.1

)1/8
(

n
Eγ,iso,53

)1/8

(2)

2 http://www.swift.ac.uk
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Fig. 5. Fits to the g′r′i′z′JHKS SED of the GRB 161023A afterglow.
We use the analytical expressions for the dust attenuation curves for
MW (dotted blue line), LMC (dashed green line), and SMC (solid black
line) dust from Pei (1992). A fit with no dust is also shown (red solid
line). SMC and LMC dust both give good fits with a small amount of
extinction, whereas MW dust or the complete absence of line-of-sight
extinction is ruled out. The flux density is determined at the time of the
light-curve break assuming n = ∞, but since this is a multi-band joint
fit, scaling is essentially arbitrary (the evolution is achromatic).

where t j is the break time in days, z is the redshift, and
Eγ,iso,53 is the rest frame isotropic equivalent energy radiated in
gamma-rays between 1 keV and 10 MeV in units of 1053 erg.
We assume a uniform ISM density of n = 1 cm−3 and a radiative
efficiency of nγ = 0.1, and note that the dependence on these val-
ues is only 1/8, therefore having a small effect on θ j. Using this
equation and these assumptions, we estimate a jet half-opening
angle of θ j = 3.74 ± 0.09 deg (the errors are only derived from
the measurements of tb and Eγ,iso, there can be an additional sys-
tematic error due to our parameter assumptions but due to the
power of 1/8 dependencies, they are expected to be small). This
can be compared to the sample of Racusin et al. (2009), who
found a mean aperture of < θ j >= 6.5 deg. A narrow opening
angle allows GRB 161023A to have the large luminosity that we
see while constraining the overall energetics of the event.

We note that the spectral slope derived from the optical/NIR
fit is in conflict with the picture derived before from the light
curves and broadband SED. A possibility would be that due to
the proximity of the cooling break (see Fig. 4) the curvature is
due to the intrinsic shape of the spectrum and not only due to ex-
tinction (see Filgas et al. 2011 for a good example). This would
imply that the extinction would strictly be an upper limit. Fur-
thermore, the proximity of the cooling frequency νc at the time
of the broadband SED implies that we would have expected it to
cross the optical bands shortly before the time of the SED. This
would result in a shallower decay slope at earlier times, which
the light curve does not seem to show. We would also expect a
colour change to be present in such a case, although the lack of
early multiband photometry prevent us from doing a thorough
analysis of this. We also notice that the light curve slope towards
the early optical peak is too steep and thus inconsistent with
the expected values for a forward shock. Therefore, it is pos-
sible that the early peak that we are seeing is, in fact, dominated
by a reverse shock. The effect of this reverse shock, combined
with other possible contributions such as flares, energy injec-
tions, etc., often seen in GRB light curves, may be contributing
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Fig. 6. Top: Comparison of the light curves of a large sample of GRB af-
terglows shifted to a common redshift of z = 1 (adapted from Kann et al.
2018) The afterglow of GRB 161023A is among the most luminous af-
terglows observed so far. See text for more details. Bottom: Comparison
of the observed peak fluxes in the mm/submm bands (adapted from de
Ugarte Postigo et al. 2012b).

to mask the pure fireball evolution expected at early times. A
more detailed analysis of the broadband model describing the
GRB emission is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.2. On the Luminosity of the afterglow of GRB 161023A

Peaking at r′ = 12.6 mag (AB system, corrected for Galactic
foreground extinction), the afterglow of GRB 161023A is one of
the brightest that have been detected so far. Combining the in-
formation we derived for the spectral slopes and the temporal
evolution in the previous section, together with the redshift, we
can use the method of Kann et al. (2006) to place the afterglow
of GRB 161023A into the luminosity context of a large after-
glow sample (Kann et al. 2006, 2010, 2011, 2018). We derive
a magnitude shift from the original z = 2.71 frame (i.e as ob-
served) to z = 1 of dRC = −2.77+0.07

−0.09 mag. We show the light
curves in Fig. 6, highlighting that of GRB 161023A. This plot
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represents how GRB afterglows would be observed if they were
completely unaffected by extinction and all at z = 1. Follow-
ing the very early rapid variability, the afterglow rises rapidly to
a slow rollover peak. For αrise , −αdecay, the peak time of the
light curve is not identical to the light-curve break time as deter-
mined in Sect. 3.1. Following Molinari et al. (2007), we derive
a peak time tpeak = 0.00274 days (64 s post-GRB in the rest
frame), and a peak mRC = 9.75 ± 0.13 mag at z = 1, equivalent
to an absolute magnitude of MU = −34.43± 0.13 mag. The very
early afterglow of GRB 161023A (t < 0.01 days) is not among
the most luminous early peaks (Fig. 6), but it still shows one
of the most luminous peaks that roll over slowly and are likely
not completely dominated by a reverse shock, since the post-
peak decay is slower than one would expect for such a case
(Kobayashi 2000); most other early optical peaks are clearly
linked to reverse-shock flashes or central-engine activity (e.g.
Akerlof et al. 1999, Boër et al. 2006, Kann et al. 2007, Racusin
et al. 2008, Bloom et al. 2009, Martin-Carrillo et al. 2014) – we
note that the luminosity is similar to that of the prompt flash of
GRB 130427A (Vestrand et al. 2014). The only other afterglows
that show peaks that evolve similarly to that of GRB 161023A
that are more luminous belong to GRB 061007 (Rykoff et al.
2009), GRB 080810 (Page et al. 2009), and finally the possi-
ble case of the ultraluminous GRB 080607 (Perley et al. 2011),
which peaked so early that the rise (and possibly peak) were
not detected in spite of extremely rapid follow-up. Then, be-
tween 0.5 and a few days in the z = 1 frame, the afterglow of
GRB 161023A is seen to become one of the most luminous af-
terglows detected so far.

At mm wavelengths it is also one of the most luminous
events ever recorded (see Fig. 6). In the observer frame, it is not
among the brightest, where GRB 030329 is still the record holder
(Sheth et al. 2003; Resmi et al. 2005), followed by the recent
GRB 171205A (de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2017), GRB 100621A
(Greiner et al. 2013), GRB 111005A (Michałowski et al. 2018),
GRB 100418A (de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2012b, de Ugarte
Postigo et al. in prep) and GRB 110715A (Sánchez-Ramírez
et al. 2017), all of which happened at redshifts z < 1. However,
it is close to the group of most luminous millimetre GRB after-
glows, which lie close to a peak luminosity of 1033 erg s−1 Hz−1.
Within the most luminous events we find GRB 980329 (Smith
et al. 1999), GRB 080129 (Greiner et al. 2009), GRB 090313
(Melandri et al. 2010) and GRB 050904 (de Ugarte Postigo et al.
2012b), with GRB 161023A being the 5th-most luminous event
for which we have millimetre data.

3.3. Host galaxy

Although we do not have direct observations of the host-galaxy
emission lines, we are able to study it from within its interior
using the afterglow light as a beacon that shines from the explo-
sion site of the GRB. In this section we present different types of
absorption line analysis that give us insight into the dynamics,
abundances, dust depletion, molecular content and structure of
the host galaxy.

3.3.1. Constraints from photometric upper limits

The Spitzer non-detection at the GRB location can be used to
constrain the properties of the host galaxy. The measured limit
of > 25.3 mag corresponds to an absolute magnitude limit of
> −20.0 mag at a rest wavelength of 1 µm. Following the
method described by Perley et al. (2016b), this limiting mag-

nitude can be used to estimate that the limit on the mass of
the host to be < 4 × 109 M�. This limit is about the mass of
the Large Magellanic Cloud, or about 0.05 L∗ at the redshift
of the burst. Assuming no dust, a continuous star formation,
and a 100 Myr population, the FORS2 r′-band non-detection
limits the star-formation rate to < 2M� yr−1, although it could be
substantially higher in the presence of dust extinction.

3.3.2. Line strength analysis

We perform an analysis of the strong features detected at the
redshift of the GRB in the X-shooter spectrum following the
prescription of de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2012a), obtaining a
value for the Line Strength Parameter of LSP = −0.51 ± 0.72.
This number is indicative of the strength of absorption features
and implies that the lines in the spectrum of GRB 161023A are
slightly weaker than the average of the sample presented in that
paper (an average value would have returned an LSP equal to
zero). We create a line-strength diagram, shown in Fig. 7, that
reveals a very low EW in the Zn ii/Cr ii features, slightly low
Fe ii and slightly low ionisation (C iv/C ii, Si iv/Si ii). Overall the
line-strength parameter is below average, although the very weak
Zn ii/Cr ii feature is responsible for lowering it and for increasing
the uncertainty in the value of the LSP.

3.3.3. Column densities and abundances in the host galaxy

We fit the absorption lines of the host complex with Voigt pro-
files using the FITLYMAN environment in Midas (Fontana &
Ballester 1995). We use as zero velocity the highest redshift
component, which we find to be at z = 2.71064 ± 0.00003. All
transitions commonly observed in GRB afterglow spectra from
Lyα to Mg i are detected in our X-shooter data. The Ca ii dou-
blet lies on the red end of the atmospheric band between J and H
band and cannot be fitted. Mn ii transitions of λ 2594 and 2606 Å
are detected but lie in a region contaminated by skylines beyond
9600 Å and were not fitted. O i is clearly saturated and has only
one transition available for fitting, hence only an upper limit can
be given, assuming a b-parameter of 15 km s−1. Corresponding
fine-structure transitions of Fe, Ni, Si and C are measured as well
as metastable transitions of Ni and Fe up to Fe ii 5s, although
Fe ii 2s could not be fitted due to issues with skylines and blend-
ing with Fe ii 3s. We further detect the strong high-ionisation
lines of C iv, Si iv and N v as well as several transitions of O vi,
S iv, S vi and possibly P v in the Lyα forest. The detection of
P v is not secure as it seems somewhat redshifted compared to
the other high-ionisation lines, however, both transitions of P v
do show absorption at the same (redshifted) velocity. We hence
urge caution concerning the detection of this line.

Whenever possible we fitted at least two transitions of the
same elementary species and ionization state to make sure that
one of them is not contaminated by a transition from an inter-
vening system, an atmospheric line, or the Lyα forest in case
of the high-ionisation transitions. The majority of neutral and
single ionised lines show three velocity components. Al ii and
Si ii*λ1309 have an additional component between component
I and III, also for O i** we need an additional component to
properly fit the absorption complex. Si iiλ1526 looks like an ex-
tended absorption system; however, the additional components
red and blue of the four main components are C iv doublets from
an extended intervening system at z = 2.65 as is some absorp-
tion within the complex which would correspond to a compo-
nent II, but which in reality is C iv λ 1548 from the interven-
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Fig. 7. Equivalent width diagram obtained for the spectral features of the GRB 161023A afterglow with X-shooter. It shows the strength of the
lines measured for our GRB (in red) as compared to the average and standard deviation of strengths of a sample of GRB afterglows (in black), as
described by de Ugarte Postigo et al. (2012a). The gray areas mask features that were not measured because of falling on telluric bands.

Table 4. Components and column densities (N) with their corresponding b-parameters in the GRB system. v is their velocity relative to the highest
redshift component which we define as having v = 0 km s−1. Transitions in brackets are detected but were not used for the fit due to either blending
with other lines or large errors due to sky emission lines.

Component I Component II Component III Component IV total
Ion Transitions v b log(N/cm−2) v b log(N/cm−2) v b log(N/cm−2) v b log(N/cm−2) log(N/cm−2)

Å (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
HI Lyα to Ly9 — — — — — — — — 20.97±0.01
S ii 1250, 1253, (1259) 0 22 14.69±0.02 –76 15 14.33±0.04 — — –188 28 14.20±0.05 14.94±0.02
Si ii 1260, 1304, 1526, 1808 0 22 14.54±0.02 –76 15 14.77±0.03 — — –188 28 13.97±0.02 15.04±0.02
O i 1302 0 15 <17.2 –76 15 <16.0 — — –188 30 14.58±0.01 <17.2
C ii 1334 0 22 15.30±0.10 –76 15 15.80±0.10 –142 30 13.78±0.02 –188 28 14.56±0.01 15.94 ±0.04
Fe ii 1608, 2260, 2344, 2374 0 22 14.43±0.02 –76 15 14.18±0.02 — — –188 28 13.56±0.06 14.66±0.01

(2382, 2586, 2600)
Al ii 1670 0 22 13.23±0.01 –76 15 14.03±0.05 –142 30 12.99±0.01 –188 28 12.81±0.02 14.14±0.02
Zn ii 2026 0 22 12.01±0.09 –76 15 11.84±0.12 — — –188 30 11.96±0.10 12.42±0.06
Mg ii 2796, 2803 0 21 13.80±0.1 –95 43 14.85±0.27 — — –188 32 13.86±0.04 15.08±0.20
Mg i 2026, 2852 0 50 12.24±0.06 –95 25 12.17±0.06 — — –188 32 12.42±0.03 12.76±0.03
Fe ii1s 2333, 2612, 2626 0 13 13.32±0.02 –76 25 13.26±0.03 — — –188 20 12.92±0.04 13.68±0.08
Fe ii3s 2338, 2359, (2631) 0 13 12.63±0.08 –76 25 12.80±0.06 — — –188 20 12.49±0.12 13.13±0.05
Fe ii4s 2345, 2629 0 13 12.90±0.03 –76 25 12.48±0.10 — — — — 13.03±0.02
Fe ii 5s 1637, 1702 0 13 13.19±0.04 –76 25 13.13±0.06 — — –188 20 12.89±0.09 13.56±0.03
Ni ii2s 2217, 2316 0 13 13.17±0.01 –76 25 13.03±0.02 — — –188 20 12.59 ±0.04 13.46±0.01
Si ii* 1309, 1533 0 27 14.08±0.01 –76 35 14.04±0.01 –142 30 13.22±0.05 –188 38 13.95±0.01 14.50±0.01
C ii* 1335.6, 1335.7 0 27 13.87±0.01 –76 35 14.38±0.01 — — –188 38 14.48±0.01 14.79±0.01
O i* 1304 0 33 14.24±0.01 –63 27 14.09±0.02 — — –176 30 14.50±0.01 14.79±0.01
O i** 1306 0 50 14.52±0.06 –63 15 14.40±0.06 –102 16 14.53±0.03 –176 30 14.46±0.03 15.23±0.04

51 33 14.70±0.04

Component I Component II Component III Component IV total
Ion Transitions v b log(N/cm−2) v b log(N/cm−2) v b log(N/cm−2) v b log(N/cm−2) log(N/cm−2)

Å (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
C iv 1548, 1550 +6 29 13.51±0.03 –83 43 13.19±0.27 –114 27 15.42±0.08 –188 28 13.62±0.03 15.43±0.07
Si iv 1402 +6 29 13.17±0.02 –83 43 13.65±0.02 –114 27 14.44±0.02 –188 28 13.33±0.02 14.55±0.01
N v 1238, 1242 — — –83 43 13.47±0.03 –114 27 13.54±0.03 –188 28 13.08±0.05 13.88±0.02
S iv 1062 — — –83 43 14.42±0.02 –114 27 14.07±0.05 –188 28 13.68±0.06 14.63±0.02
S vi 933, 944 — — –83 43 13.52±0.05 –114 27 13.97±0.03 –188 28 13.16±0.09 14.15±0.03
O vi 1031, (1037) +6 29 13.77±0.03 –83 43 14.22±0.02 –114 27 14.33±0.02 –188 28 13.94±0.02 14.72±0.15
P v 1117, 1128 — — –28 25 13.54±0.01 –103 25 13.13±0.02 — — 13.68±0.01

ing system (see Sect. 3.4). To determine the b-parameter we fit-
ted the unblended and unsaturated transitions of Fe ii 1608 and
Si ii* 1309 and used the fitted b-parameters for all single ionised
and fine-structure/metastable transitions respectively, with ex-
ceptions for lines with additional components. Somewhat differ-
ent b-parameters were derived for the neutral and high-ionisation
species using the strongest, non-saturated absorption line for
each ionisation or fine-structure state. The fitted column den-
sities for the individual components of all resonant and fine-
structure/metastable transitions and the common b-parameters
are listed in Table 4. In Figs. 8, 9, and 10 we plot some of the
transitions and the corresponding fits.

The abundances derived for the high-ionisation lines as well
as HI and the value for the metallicity are in good agreement
with Heintz et al. (2018) who used the same data set but a dif-
ferent Voigt-profile fitting code. Using the total column den-

sity of S ii we derive a metallicity of3 [S/H] = −1.15 ± 0.04
for the host galaxy. A similar metallicity is derived from Zn,
[Zn/H] = −1.11 ± 0.07. This is a rather average metallicity for a
GRB host at this redshift (Thöne et al. 2013; Sparre et al. 2014;
Cucchiara et al. 2015). We tried to disentangle different compo-
nents in the Ly absorption series which we detect down to Ly 9 in
order to derive separate metallicities for the three different com-
ponents. However, all Lyman transitions are either contaminated
by other Lyman forest lines or transitions from intervening sys-
tems in the red and blue wing or completely saturated, making
a separation of three possible subcomponents impossible. Hence
we can only derive a metallicity for the entire host system in-
cluding all absorption components.
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Table 5. Abundances, dust depletion and corrected metallicities using different elements (according to De Cia et al. 2016). Errors are propagated
from the column density measurements and the errors on the depletion values in De Cia et al. (2016). No depletion values are given for Al and C.
[Zn/Fe] = 0.70 ± 0.08, 0.52 ± 0.11, 0.60 ± 0.14 and 1.34 ± 0.13 for the total host absorption and component I, II and IV respectively.

Element δX host δX (I) δX (II) δX (IV) DTM host DTM (I) DTM (II) DTM (III) [X/H] [X/H]tot
O –0.13±0.12 –0.10±0.11 –0.11±0.12 –0.22±0.16 — —- —- — <–0.46 <–0.36
Zn –0.19±0.03 –0.14±0.04 –0.16±0.04 –0.36±0.05 — —- —- — –1.11±0.07 –0.92±0.08
S –0.24±0.09 –0.19±0.06 –0.21±0.07 –0.42±0.12 — —- —- — –1.15±0.04 –0.91±0.08
Si –0.47±0.09 –0.36±0.08 –0.42±0.10 –0.87±0.12 0.68±0.11 0.57±0.11 0.62±0.14 0.88±0.17 –1.44±0.04 –0.97±0.08

Mg –0.46±0.22 –0.35±0.09 –0.40±0.10 –0.84±0.12 0.66±0.13 0.56±0.114 0.61±0.14 0.88±0.18 –1.49±0.20 –1.03± 0.22
Fe –0.89±0.11 –0.67±0.15 –0.77±0.18 –1.70±0.18 0.89±0.23 0.80±0.27 0.85±0.35 1.00±0.34 –1.81±0.04 –0.92±0.12
Al — — —- —- — –1.28±0.04 —
C — — —- —- — –1.46±0.07 —

3.3.4. Dust depletion in the host

Above we determined the metallicity of the host from two of the
elements least depleted by dust, although there might be some
issues with sulphur that can show depletion up to 1 dex in very
dusty systems (Jenkins 2009) but can under most circumstances
be treated as a mildly depleted element together with zinc. In-
deed, if we determine the metallicity from other elements we
obtain lower values (see Table 5). For oxygen we obtain a limit
of [O/H] < −0.46. Oxygen is also considered to be undepleted,
however, the transition is usually saturated, and there is no other
transition available at the observable wavelengths, hence a deter-
mination of metallicity is often difficult, which is also the case
for GRB 161023A. Carbon is an equally difficult case with only
one, often saturated transition at λ1335, which is furthermore
blended with two of its fine-structure transitions.

If the different metallicities are due to dust depletion only,
we should be able to verify this by comparing them to com-
mon dust-depletion patterns. De Cia et al. (2016, 2018) recently
extended the analysis of Jenkins (2009) for relative abundances
along Galactic sight-lines to the (higher) abundances measured
in DLA sight-lines and determined the depletion δX and the nu-
cleosynthetic over-/under-abundances αX of different elements
relative to [Zn/Fe]. The authors furthermore provide new deple-
tion patterns, substituting the commonly used patterns for the
warm/cool disk and halo by Savage & Sembach (1996). Since
we detect Zn and Fe in all components, we can derive depletion
values for both the combined host absorption and the three main
components. In Fig. 11 we plot δX of different elements in order
of increasing depletion and for the different absorption-line com-
ponents. δX was determined from fits relative to [Zn/Fe] where
δX = A2 + B2 × [Zn/Fe] (see De Cia et al. 2016, eq. (5)) and
the coefficients for each element, A2 and B2 are given in De Cia
et al. (2016, Tab. 3). The values obtained for δX in our spectra of
GRB 161023A are given in Table 5 for the different components.
Component IV (the bluest component) has the highest depletion
with values close to Milky Way gas which is quite rare for QSO-
DLAs (see De Cia et al. 2016). However, this is the component
where zinc is only marginally detected, hence we caution against
any strong conclusions being derived from it.

With the depletion values derived from [Zn/Fe] we can
now determine the total abundances corrected for dust deple-
tion and hence establish a corrected metallicity of the host
[X/H]tot = [X/H]-δX (see De Cia et al. 2018, eqs. (1) and (2)),
which we also list in Table 5 and plot in the bottom panel of Fig.
11. If nucleosynthesis effects would play a major role, we would
expect deviations of some corrected metallicities, however, for
GRB 161023A all are consistent within errors. GRB 161023A
shows that possible nucleosynthetic over- or under-abundances
are difficult to measure, even in GRB absorption systems at
3 For all abundances [X/Y] is relative to the solar ratio and hence de-
fined as log10(N(X)/N(Y)) − log10(N(X)�/N(Y)�).

high S/N and with many different elements detected. To derive
a final metallicity for the host of GRB 161023A we take the
average of all depletion-corrected metallicities from lines with
well-constrained column densities and available depletion pat-
terns: Zn, S, Si, Mg and Fe. Taking into account the errors for
the individual corrected metallicities, we infer an average, dust-
corrected metallicity of −0.95 ± 0.05 which we adopt as the
metallicity for the host of GRB 161023A.

The depletion values furthermore allow us to calculate the
dust-to-metals (dtm) ratio normalised to the Galactic value
(DTM) where DTM = (1 − 10δX )/dtm(Gal) and the Galactic
ratio dtm(Gal) is 0.98 (De Cia et al. 2013). The DTM values
for different elements are listed in Table 5. TheDTM values for
Fe, Si, and Mg, elements that can be depleted onto dust grains,
are in good agreement and well within the spread of values for
other DLAs at a metallicity of ∼ −1.0 (see Fig. 16 in De Cia
et al. 2016). The exception here is component IV, which has a
high depletion factor as mentioned above and has aDTM at the
upper end of the distribution for DLAs at that metallicity. Note,
however, that we are not able to resolve the metallicity for differ-
ent components. Finally, from the DTM we can also derive an
overall extinction of the sight-lines in the host (see De Cia et al.
2016, eq. 8) and obtain an estimate of AV = 0.04 mag, not far
from the value obtained from the SED fit (Sect. 3.2).

3.3.5. Limits on the detection of molecules from ALMA
spectroscopy

The ALMA observing windows of Band 3 were tuned to cover
the range in which we would expect to observe several molecular
transitions at the redshift of the GRB. In particular, we covered
the CO(2-3) and the HCO+(3-4) transitions. Although there is
no detection of any absorption features, these observations can
be used to determine a limit on the column density of each of the
molecules along the line-of-sight toward the GRB within its host
galaxy. The column density of a specific molecule with a tran-
sition from level J to J+1 (absorption) is given by the following
relation (assuming LTE conditions, based on the formulation of
Wiklind & Combes 1995, 1997):

N =
8π
c3

ν3

AJ+1,JgJ+1

Q(Tx)exp(EJ/kTx)
1 − exp(−hν/kTx)

∫
τνdV (3)

where ν is the observed frequency, AJ+1,J is the Einstein coef-
ficient of the transition, gJ+1 is 2(J+1)+1, Q(Tx) is the partition
function, Tx is the rotational temperature, which, as a lower limit,
we can assume to be that of the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) at the redshift of the burst (Tx = 2.725(1 + z) = 10.1 K).
EJ is the energy of the lower level,

∫
τνdV is the observed op-

tical depth integrated over the line for a given transition, where
V is the velocity relative to the line rest frame, h is the Plank
constant and k is the Boltzmann constant. In our case we can get
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Fig. 8. Voigt profile fits of low-ionisation features (red) at the redshift of
the host galaxy overplotted on the normalised spectra. The error spec-
trum is shown with a dotted blue line. The different velocity components
are marked with roman numbers at the top and vertical dotted lines.

a limit on the value of the integral by using eq. (5) from Wiklind
& Combes (1997)∫

τνdV ' 3στ
√

∆VδV , (4)

∆V being the velocity width of the line, δV the spectral resolu-
tion and στ the r.m.s. of the opacity, which is equivalent to

στ = −ln(1 − σnorm) (5)

where σnorm is the r.m.s. of the continuum-normalised spec-
trum. Assuming a δv = 13 km s−1, similar to the b-parameters
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Fig. 9. Voigt profile fits of high-ionisation features at the redshift of the
host galaxy, using the same plotting scheme as in Fig. 8.

measured for the absorption lines in the X-shooter spectrum (see
3.3.3), we get a limit value of 3.9 km s−1 for the integral for any
of the three transitions that we are considering.

In this case, our attempt to detect absorption features
in the line of sight of the GRB yielded only non-detections,
from which we derive the abundance of molecules in the GRB
host galaxy. Here, the host-galaxy environment is nearly dust-
free, and has a lower-than-average metal content, in spite of
the large amount of metal features that have been detected. In
the future, mm/submm absorption spectroscopy will have better
chances of success if the search is focused towards bright bursts
(to increase the signal-to-noise ratio) and/or highly-extinguished
lines-of-sight, with plenty of dust and a high column density of
metals, generally known as optically dark bursts.

3.3.6. Limits on the detection of molecules from X-shooter
spectroscopy

We use the method developed in Bolmer et al. (in prep.) to search
for absorption of molecular hydrogen and carbon monoxide at
the redshift of the individual absorption components given in
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Table 6. Parameters for the molecular transitions studied in the spectrum of GRB 161023A. Limits are 3-σ.

Transition νobs AJ+1,J gJ+1 EJ
∫
τνdv TX Q(TX) log(N/cm−2)

GHz s−1 (K) km s−1 (K)
CO(2-3) 93.2316 2.5 × 10−6 7 33.2 3.9 10.1 4.02 < 15.7

20.0 7.56 < 15.5
30.0 11.14 < 15.6

HCO+(3-4) 96.1807 2.5 × 10−3 9 42.8 4.1 10.1 5.08 < 13.2
20.0 9.68 < 12.8
30.0 14.32 < 12.8
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Fig. 10. Voigt profile fits of fine-structure and metastable features at the
redshift of the host galaxy, using the same plotting scheme as in Fig. 8.

Fig. 11. Dust-depletion sequence of the host of GRB 161023A and the
three main components resolved. The relative abundances are [Zn/Fe] =
0.7 for the total host system and 0.52, 0.6 and 1.34 for components I,
II and IV respectively. As comparison, we show dust-depletion patterns
from fitting DLA absorption systems (see De Cia et al. 2016). In the
bottom panel we plot the dust-corrected metallicities (see also Table 5).

Table 4. We use the PyMCMarkov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
python package4 to fit parts of the normalized X-shooter spec-
trum with the Lyman-Werner absorption bands of molecular hy-
drogen or the CO bandheads, including any number of blend-
ing ion lines for each of the individual absorption components,
with the column density and b as a free parameter (the Voigt
profiles are convolved with the instrumental resolution). In case
of molecular hydrogen we here use the rotational levels from
J = 0 to J = 5 with a common b parameter but individual col-
umn densities. Although the Lyman and Werner bands fall be-
tween 910 Å and 1152 Å (rest frame), we limit the fitted part
of the spectrum to the range between 1040.7 Å and 1078.4 Å,
corresponding to 3862.0 Å to 4001.6 Å in the observer frame,
due to the sparseness of intervening systems and absorption
lines in that region (see Fig. 2). Additionally we exclude sev-
eral parts of the spectrum as indicated by the grey-shaded areas
in Fig. 13. The spectrum shows evidence for absorption from
Ar i, which was thus included in the fit. We find no evidence
for absorption from molecular hydrogen with an upper limit of
NJ0−5(H2) < 1015.2 cm−2 (3σ), when assuming b = 2.0 km s−1

(smaller b values lead to higher upper limits for the column den-
sity and therefore give the most conservative result).

We also find no evidence for absorption by Carbon Monox-
ide with an upper limit of NJ0−6(CO) < 1014.5 cm−2 (3σ) when
simultaneously fitting the rotational levels from J = 0 to J = 6

4 https://pymc-devs.github.io/pymc/
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Fig. 12. Regions of the ALMA spectra covering the CO(3-2) (top), and
HCO+(4-3) (bottom) features. We do not see any significant absorption
in any of the cases, allowing us only to place limits on the molecular
content of the line-of-sight. The grey spectrum has a resolution of 2
km/s whereas the black line is for a binned resolution of 10 km/s. The
red vertical lines mark the expected location of features at the redshift
of the three velocity components seen in the optical spectra.

of CO AX(0-0), AX(1-0), and AX(2-0) when assuming b = 2.0
km/s. The result is shown in Fig. 14.

3.3.7. Distance scales from the fine-structure lines

Excited states in the surrounding medium of the GRB are rou-
tinely detected in afterglow spectra (see, e.g., Hartoog et al. 2013
and references therein). There is general consensus that these
features are produced by indirect UV pumping by the afterglow,
i.e., through the population of higher levels followed by the de-
population into the states responsible for the absorption features.
This was demonstrated both by the detection of variability of
fine-structure lines in multi-epoch spectroscopy (Vreeswijk et al.
2007; D’Elia et al. 2009a), and through the column-density ra-
tios of different excited levels when multiple spectra were not
available (Ledoux et al. 2009; D’Elia et al. 2009b).

The latter scenario holds for GRB 161023A, where no multi-
epoch observations are available. In fact, the high column den-
sity of the first metastable level of Fe ii (a4F9/2, or 5s in Table 3)
with respect to the fine-structure levels of the ground state (1s to
4s) can hardly be explained with a level population distribution
given by a Boltzmann function (Vreeswijk et al. 2007), mean-
ing that collisional excitations can be rejected at very high sig-
nificance. The lack of multi-epoch spectroscopy does not com-
pletely rule out the possibility that the exciting UV flux comes
from regions with high star-formation rates and not from the
GRB alone. In fact, fine-structure emission lines are present in

high-redshift Lyman-break galaxies, but usually with lower col-
umn densities than observed in GRBs (see Shapley et al. 2003).
Assuming that the UV flux comes from the GRB, we can esti-
mate the GRB-absorber distance, comparing the observed col-
umn densities to those predicted by a time-dependent photo-
excitation code for the time when the spectroscopic observa-
tions were acquired. The photo-excitation code is that used by
Vreeswijk et al. (2007) and D’Elia et al. (2009a), to which we
refer the reader for more details. Our equations take into account
the (4π)−1/2 correction factor to the flux experienced by the ab-
sorbing gas described by Vreeswijk et al. (2011). We assume that
the species for which we are running the code are in the ground
state before the UV flash from the GRB reaches the gas. The be-
haviour of the GRB emission before the X-shooter observation
was estimated using the light curve and spectral indices derived
in Sect. 3.1, with no spectral variation assumed during the time
interval between the burst and our observation.

We here concentrate on the Fe ii levels because the multi-
ple excited lines allow for a more precise fitting of the data.
The initial column densities of the ground states were computed
from the observed column densities of all the levels of each ion,
i.e., we are assuming that the species are not excited at t = 0.
The initial values for the three components in which excited
levels are detected are the following: log(NFe ii/cm−2) = 14.49,
log(NFe ii/cm−2) = 14.28 and log(NFe ii/cm−2) = 13.74 for com-
ponent I, II and IV, respectively. The Doppler parameter b was
fixed to 20 km s−1, which is the average value for the transi-
tions of Fe ii in the three components. Allowing for a variation
in the range 10 − 30 km s−1 does not change our results signif-
icantly. We find the following values for the GRB-absorber dis-
tance: dI = 990 ± 60 pc, dII = 820 ± 90 pc and dIV = 700 ± 140
pc for the three components. While for components II and IV the
reduced χ2 values (in the range 1− 2) give a good agreement be-
tween data and model, for component I this is not the case. We
allow for a variation of the total column density of Fe ii to ex-
plore the possibility that the limited resolution of X-shooter may
not allow us to distinguish between two sub-components at the
velocity of component I, one close to the GRB and responsible
for the excited level and one further away, not related to these
transitions. However, the best fit to our data is still obtained with
the original column density. We then try to compare data and
model allowing for larger error bars in the excited levels and
we obtain a satisfactory fit. The best value of the GRB-absorber
does not vary, but the computed error is somewhat larger (∼ 140
pc instead of 60 pc). This is a possible indication that the errors
on the excited levels in the strongest component I are somewhat
underestimated by the Voigt fitting procedure, since we cannot
fully exclude saturation in this component.

3.3.8. Dynamical analysis of the different components

All resonant and fine-structure/metastable transitions show the
same velocity structure of three (for some stronger lines four)
absorption components at 0, –76 (–142) and –188 km s−1 with a
slightly different velocity for the second component of Mg i and
Mg ii. Both resonant and fine-structure transitions have the red-
most component as the strongest absorption component which
we therefore define as v = 0 km s−1. The only exception is Mg i
which has as strongest component the blue-most component,
which is also obvious in the blend of Zn ii 2026 and Mg i 2026,
where the strongest component in the complex is the bluest line
of Mg i. O i, on the other hand, shows the normal pattern like the
other single ionised and fine-structure transitions. Such an “out-
lier” behaviour for Mg i, but not for, e.g., O i, was also found in
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of molecular hydrogen for each of the three absorption components given in Table 4. The blue line shows the model with NJ0−5(H2) < 1015.2cm−2,
including absorption from Ar i in the GRB host galaxy. The grey-shaded areas were excluded from the fit.
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Fig. 14. The three parts of the X-shooter spectrum covering CO AX(0-
0), AX(1-0), and AX(2-0) lines, showing no indication for absorption
from carbon monoxide down to NJ0−6(CO) < 1014.5 cm−2.

the host of GRB 100219A (Thöne et al. 2013). This might be an
indication for Mg, or at least neutral Mg, being associated with
gas different from the bulk of the ISM, e.g., in the halo of the
galaxy.

The relative strength of the fine-structure vs. resonant
components seems to be similar in all three components, im-
plying that the impact of the GRB radiation reaches across
all of the absorbing gas, which is not usually the case (see,
e.g., Thöne et al. 2008, 2013; D’Elia et al. 2014). This is in
line with the distance of the absorption components derived

from the modeling of the fine-structure line strength (see
Sect. 3.3.7). Despite large uncertainties, our analysis shows
that the least-redshifted component is actually the one closest
to the GRB. If the GRB would be located somewhere inside
the central parts of the host, we would expect a more ordered
spatial distribution of absorbing clouds along the sight-line
in the host, as it has usually been observed in GRB hosts
(see e.g. D’Elia et al. 2010, 2011; Thöne et al. 2013). How-
ever, here we see clouds at very different velocities within
only a few 100pc. In addition, there is a large total velocity
distribution of more than 250 km s−1, too high for the ve-
locity field expected for a galaxy with a mass as low as for
GRB 161023A, besides that those galaxies often do not even
show ordered velocity fields. This points to a more turbu-
lent gas distribution than has been usually observed for GRB
hosts.

All high-ionisation lines again show the same velocity struc-
ture (except for P v as noted above), however, with relative
strengths different for the resonant and fine-structure lines. The
structure consists of a deep central absorption at –114 km s−1

with additional components in the wings. We also note a small
additional component redwards of the main absorption line at
+6 km s−1 for Si iv, C iv and possibly O vi, although the latter
could be contaminated by Ly forest absorption. The velocities of
the main component and the additional component at +6 km s−1

are almost consistent with component I and III of the resonant
lines. We can only speculate whether this is a coincidence or
whether it implies that the material is actually at the same posi-
tion in the galaxy but with very different relative strengths. High-
and low-ionisation transitions frequently do not trace each other
(see e.g. Thöne et al. 2008, 2013; Hartoog et al. 2015). Heintz
et al. (2018) made a complete study of high-ionisation lines
from the X-shooter GRB sample, including data from this burst.
They found two classes of high-ionisation systems: those at the
bulk velocity of the host absorption and those blueshifted by a
few 100 km s−1, the latter being associated with systems with
log(NH/cm−2) < 21.5. This is interpreted as the high-ionisation
absorption being associated with the HII region of the GRB and
photoionised by the event, but at low NH the absorption only
occurs at the edge of the HII region. An earlier study claimed
that high-ionisation absorptions at several 1000 km s−1 from the
GRB redshift (Fox et al. 2008) were likely all associated with
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galaxies near the GRB host, along the sight-line; in fact, the
closest intervening system of GRB 161023A is only 1200 km s−1

from the GRB redshift (see Sect. 3.4). Also, only C iv and S iv
have been detected in these systems, but none of the absorption
species with high ionisation energies such as N v.

The total absorption complex spans a velocity of nearly 200
km s−1, which is consistent with the value of the velocity field
of a relatively large galaxy. Arabsalmani et al. (2018) estab-
lished correlations between metallicity and velocity for GRB
hosts based on earlier works on DLAs, e.g., by Ledoux et al.
(2006). If the absorption can be associated entirely with rotation
in the host, we can obtain a mass estimate of the host according
to the Tully-Fischer relation at z ∼ 2.6 in Übler et al. (2017) and
get log(M*/M�)∼10.5, within the range of GRB hosts at that red-
shift (see, e.g., Perley et al. 2016b). As described above, the pres-
ence of fine-structure absorption at almost equal relative strength
compared to the resonant absorption implies that the absorbing
gas might be concentrated in only a part of the galaxy or that the
GRB is located in the “foreground” part of its host, hence the
velocity width would only imply a lower limit on the total mass
of the host.

3.4. Intervening systems

Additionally, beyond the GRB host-galaxy absorption, we ob-
serve nine different intervening absorption systems, many of
them with several velocity components. Only one other GRB
so far had a similarly high number of identified intervening sys-
tems, GRB 130606A (Hartoog et al. 2015), which, however, was
at a much higher redshift of z = 5.91. In Table 7 we present
the systems that we have identified and their detected absorp-
tion features as well as the different redshifts of the individual
components, the table with the column densities of all interven-
ing systems and their absorption lines can be found in the Ap-
pendix, Table A.1. In Figs. A.1 – A.9 in the Appendix we plot
the strongest lines for each intervening system to show the ab-
sorption profiles.

The intervening system with the highest redshift is only
∼ 1200 km s−1 from the central redshift of the host galaxy. While
this is probably too far for it to be associated with the host it-
self, it is likely a smaller satellite galaxy of the host or another
companion in a galaxy group to which the host belongs, and not
related to the outflow from the GRB as, e.g., suggested in Fox
et al. (2008). This is also supported by the fact that we detect
Fe ii absorption in this system and not only high-ionisation lines.
The next-highest intervening system at z = 2.6 seems to have an
extended halo of hydrogen and we can fit a velocity complex of
nearly 500 km s−1 in both Lyα/Lyβ (Lyγ is contaminated by an-
other Ly forest system) and C iv λλ 1548, 1550. The 1548 Å line
of the latter is contaminating the Si ii λ 1526 absorption complex
of the host galaxy but the 1550 Å line is separated and can be fit
with the corresponding components. The system could be even
larger with a width of ∼ 1000 km s−1 evident in Lyα, but since
Lyβ seems to be contaminated we cannot verify its existence.
Another large halo might be present in the system at z = 2.5
with a velocity width of ∼ 450 km s−1 and four to five different
components in Lyα and Lyβ. A very interesting system is the
one at z = 1.24 with six components in both Mg ii lines (and 4
in Mg i and Fe ii) spanning a width of almost 500 km s−1. Veloc-
ity widths above ∼ 400 km s−1 are very unusual for intervening
absorbers both in the sight-lines towards GRBs and QSO-DLAs
(see, e.g., Arabsalmani et al. 2018; Berg et al. 2016).

Table 7. Intervening systems along the line-of-sight to GRB 161023A.

Redshift Features
2.6956 C iv, Fe ii
2.6952 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-7), C iv, Fe ii
2.6949 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-7)
2.6606 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-γ), Si iv, C iv
2.6594 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-γ), Si iv, C iv
2.6591 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-γ), C iv
2.6584 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-γ), C iv
2.6579 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-γ), C iv
2.6572 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-5), C iv
2.6551 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-γ),C iv
2.6540 Ly-series (Ly-α–Ly-γ)
2.5275 Ly-α, Ly-β, C iv
2.5268 Ly-α, Ly-β,C iv
2.5257 Ly-α, Ly-β
2.5240 Ly-α, Ly-β
2.5227 Ly-α, Ly-β
2.4055 Ly-α, Ly-β, Si ii, Si iv, C ii, C iv, Al iii
2.4040 Ly-α, Ly-β, Si iv, C ii, C iv, Al iii
2.4029 Ly-α, Ly-β, Si iv, C ii, C iv, Al iii
2.3111 C iv
2.3103 Ly-α, C iv
2.2313 Ly-α, C iv
2.2306 Ly-α, C iv
1.9267 Ly-α, Si iv, C iv
1.2446 Mg ii
1.2440 Fe ii,Mg ii, Mg i
1.2434 Fe ii,Mg ii, Mg i
1.2430 Fe ii, Mg ii,Mg i
1.2425 Fe ii, Mg ii, Mg i
1.2413 Mg ii
1.1387 Mg ii
1.1382 Mg ii
1.1376 Fe ii,Mg ii

Only two intervening systems are sub-DLAs or Lyman
limit systems (LLS), the one at z = 2.69 (sub-DLA, with
log log(NH/cm−2) = 19.2) and the one at z = 2.40 (LLS,
log(NH/cm−2) = 18.6), the other intervening systems have log
log(NH/cm−2) < 17. Most of our intervening systems show ab-
sorption of high-ionisation lines of C iv and Si iv, usually as-
sociated with the haloes of galaxies. We detect Mg ii, Mg i ab-
sorption only at the redshift of the GRB and for the two lowest
redshift systems, at z = 1.14 and 1.24. In spite of the large num-
ber of intervening systems detected in the line-of-sight toward
GRB 161023A, only the one at z = 1.24 can be considered a
strong Mg absorber with a rest frame EW of 1.73 ± 0.02 Å for
the Mg ii λ2796 line. Strong intervening Mg absorbers are com-
monly found along GRB and QSO sight-lines (see, e.g., Vergani
et al. 2009; Cucchiara et al. 2013; Christensen et al. 2017).

4. Discussion and conclusions

GRB 161023A was an exceptionally luminous GRB. Although
being at a redshift of z = 2.710, its afterglow reached a peak
magnitude of r′ = 12.6 mag (equivalent to an absolute mag-
nitude of MU = −34.43 ± 0.13 mag). It was also energetic
in the high-energy regime, although not extraordinary, emitting
Eiso,γ = (6.3±0.9)×1053 erg. The burst is consistent with the Ep-
Eiso,γ correlation (Amati et al. 2002). Its afterglow was amongst
the few most luminous ever detected, both in optical and mil-
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Table 8. Measurements of different parameters of GRBs for which molecular searches have been performed. The top part of the table shows
events for which no H2 was detected (Ledoux et al. 2009). The second part of the table shows events for which there were successful H2 detections
(Prochaska et al. 2009; D’Elia et al. 2014; Krühler et al. 2013; Friis et al. 2015). The metallicities are based on Zn, except for those marked with a

which use O as reference or those marked with b which use S. Extinctions earlier than 2010 are obtained from Kann et al. (2010) and Perley et al.
(2011) for the case of GRB 080607. At the bottom we also put the values for GRB 161023A with the mean metallicity derived in this work. The
molecular fraction is defined as f (H2) = 2N(H2)/(2N(H2) + N(H)).

GRB Redshift log(NH /cm−2) log(NH2 /cm−2) log(NCO/cm−2) log( f (H2)) NCO/NH2 [X/H] [Zn/Fe] AV (mag)
050730 3.969 22.10 ± 0.10 < 13.8 — < −8.0 — −2.18 ± 0.11b — 0.10 ± 0.02
050820A 2.615 21.05 ± 0.10 < 14.1 — < −6.7 — −0.39 ± 0.10 0.80 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.01
050922C 2.200 21.55 ± 0.10 < 14.6 — < −6.7 — −1.82 ± 0.11a — < 0.03
060607A 3.075 16.95 ± 0.03 < 13.5 — < −3.1 — — — < 0.24
071031 2.692 22.15 ± 0.05 < 14.1 — < −7.8 — −1.73 ± 0.05 0.04 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.13
080310 2.427 18.70 ± 0.10 < 14.3 — < −4.2 — ≤ −1.91 ± 0.13b — 0.19 ± 0.05
080413A 2.435 21.85 ± 0.15 < 15.8 — < −5.7 — −1.60 ± 0.16 0.13 ± 0.07 < 0.51
080607 3.036 22.70 ± 0.15 21.2 ± 0.15 16.5 ± 0.3 < 0.13(∼ −1.2) 2 × 10−5 > −0.2 — 3.3 ± 0.4
120327A 2.813 22.01 ± 0.09 16.5 ± 1.2 — −5.2 ± 1.2 — −1.17 ± 0.11 0.56 ± 0.14 < 0.03
120815A 2.358 21.95 ± 0.10 20.54 ± 0.15 — −1.14 ± 0.15 — −1.15 ± 0.12 1.01 ± 0.10 < 0.15
121024A 2.302 21.88 ± 0.10 19.85 ± 0.15 < 14.4 −1.4 < 3 × 10−6 ∼ −0.3 0.85 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.06
161023A 2.710 20.97 ± 0.01 < 15.2 < 14.5 < −5.0 — −0.95 ± 0.05 0.7 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.03

limetre wavelengths. As such, this burst is a perfect example of
how GRB afterglows can be exceptional beacons to study lines
of sight across a big fraction of the Universe’s history, at the
same time as they allow us to study their own host galaxy from
the inside.

Our earliest observations, using the Watcher telescope,
started just 40 seconds after the GRB onset. The very early op-
tical light curve is characterised by optical flickering simultane-
ous to the gamma-ray emission. After 80 s, the emission rapidly
rises, peaking at about 240 s and henceforth decaying steadily.
This peak may represent a reverse-shock flash transitioning into
a classical forward-shock afterglow, but a more detailed analy-
sis is beyond the scope of this paper. This afterglow emission
shows a constant decay until 2.81 days after the burst, when it
steepens due to what we interpret as a jet break. From this break
time we estimate a relatively narrow jet half opening angle of
θ j = 3.74 ± 0.09 deg, well below the average value of 6.5 deg.
This narrow jet contributed to the unusual observed luminosity
of the event.

We construct an SED at the time of the ALMA observa-
tions, 2.1 days after the burst, combining millimetre data from
ALMA, NIR and optical data from GROND, and X-ray data
from Swift/XRT. We find that the Band 3 data are below the char-
acteristic frequency νm whereas the Band 7 data is already above
νm but still below νc. The optical data seem to be in the same
regime as the X-ray data, both beyond νc, although the cooling
break is probably not far from the NIR data at the time of the
ALMA observation.

Taking advantage of the brightness of GRB 161023A we per-
formed early spectroscopy at UV, optical and NIR wavelengths
with X-shooter at ESO VLT and, for the first time, also in mil-
limetre wavelengths with ALMA, in search of possible absorp-
tion from the CO and HCO+ molecules.

The X-shooter spectrum shows a plethora of absorption fea-
tures. We fit the absorption features using Voigt profiles to de-
termine the column densities of all species at the redshift of the
GRB, which shows three different velocity components within a
range of 200 km s−1. This was done independently for low- and
high-ionisation lines, which showed a slightly different velocity
structure, as has been seen before (Heintz et al. 2018), and also
for fine-structure and metastable levels, which are expected to be
indirectly excited by the UV emission of the GRB.

Using these column densities we derive a metallicity of
[S/H] = −1.15 ± 0.04 and [Zn/H] = −1.11 ± 0.07 for the host
galaxy, which is an average metallicity for a GRB host at this
redshift. Thanks to the good signal-to-noise of the spectrum and

the abundance of resolved features of different species we can
study the dust-depletion patterns of the three velocity compo-
nents observed within the host galaxy of the GRB using re-
cently established correlations based on [Zn/Fe] for QSO-DLAs
by De Cia et al. (2016, 2018). We measure only a mild depletion
for component I, III and the average of the host with [Zn/Fe]
= 0.5− 0.7. Component IV, which is the one closest to the GRB,
might have a higher depletion, similar to MW-disk-like extinc-
tion, but we caution to over-interpret our findings as Zn absorp-
tion is very weak in this component. The dust-corrected average
metallicity of the host of GRB 161023A is −0.94 ± 0.08. The
dust-to-metals ratio derived from the depletion analysis is av-
erage for a DLA at that redshift and metallicity (De Cia et al.
2016). The estimate of the total extinction of AV = 0.04 mag is
not far from the value derived from SED fitting.

We assume that the fine-structure and metastable levels de-
tected for Fe ii are excited by indirect UV pumping, as has been
shown for other GRBs in the past. Combining the column den-
sities of these species and the information on spectral and decay
slopes of the afterglow to predict how the afterglow would have
excited them, we estimate the physical distance to the three sys-
tems detected in the host galaxy: dI = 990±60 pc, dII = 820±90
pc and dIV = 700±140 pc. Hence, the closest system to the GRB
afterglow is in this case the one that is blueshifted the furthest in
the spectrum.

The ALMA observations did not yield a detection of
molecules but allow us to to impose limits on the column density
of CO and HCO+ along the GRB line-of-sight, and can be used
as a guide for future observations. We determine a limit for the
CO molecule from the CO(2-3) transition of log(NCO/cm−2) <
15.7 and for HCO+ of log(NHCO+/cm−2) < 13.2. On the other
hand, the redshift of the GRB is ideal for the search for molec-
ular features in the ultraviolet range. Based on a search for the
rotational Lyman-Werner bands of hydrogen molecules in the
Lyman-α forest we impose a detection limit of log(NH2 /cm−2) <
15.2. We also look for carbon monoxide in the X-shooter spec-
trum, determining a limit of log(NCO/cm−2) < 14.5. These val-
ues can be compared to the ones shown in Table 8 for a sam-
ple of GRB afterglow spectra in which a search for molecules
was performed. The limit obtained for NH2 in GRB 161023A
would have been good enough to allow the detection of molecu-
lar hydrogen features for similar column densities as those pre-
viously measured in some GRBs. Furthermore, for a case like
GRB 080607, the most extreme line-of-sight regarding molecu-
lar content, ALMA would have easily detected CO features. The
host galaxy of GRB 161023A has a molecular fraction smaller
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Fig. 15. Molecular fraction of GRB (in green, Table 8) and quasar DLAs
(in yellow, from Noterdaeme et al. 2008) compared to their metallicity.
In both cases the molecular fraction is higher at higher metallicity.

than 10−5. This is much lower than cases like GRBs 080607,
120815A or 121024A, which are all in the range between 0.03
and 0.1, but consistent with the measurement of GRB 120327A
at 10−5.2, and comparable with the sample of Ledoux et al.
(2009), which showed no detections down to limits that reached
10−8. In Fig. 15 we compare the molecular fraction and the
metallicity of GRBs and quasar DLAs. We notice that although
there does not seem to be a direct correlation between the molec-
ular fraction and the metallicity, detections of H2 in both GRB
and quasar DLA spectra have only been achieved for higher
metallicities. In the case of GRBs, only for [X/H] > −1.2. Fur-
thermore, there seems to be a clustering of molecular fractions
between −3 < log( f ) < −0.5 with a gap of more than an or-
der of magnitude until the following detection. There does not
seem to be a correlation either for the molecular fraction with
extinction. It is known, however, that high-extinction lines-of-
sight normally imply high column densities of hydrogen and
consequently will make the detection of H2 easier. Furthermore,
the presence of molecules such as CO are known to be corre-
lated with dust clouds, implying that their detection will be more
likely in highly extinguished lines-of-sight. As a unique signif-
icant example, the extreme sight-line toward GRB 080607 had
both, close to solar metallicity and high extinction.

We note that both ultraviolet and millimetre methods com-
plement each other well at this redshift. However, at lower red-
shifts (z . 2.2) the UV method stops being useful as the fea-
tures are no longer visible from ground-based observatories and
at higher redshifts (z & 4.0) the Lyman forest becomes more
populated and less transparent and the analysis becomes un-
practical. On the other hand, millimetre observations do not
have this redshift constraint. Moreover, most of these molecules
are correlated with the presence of dust, implying that the best
chance of measuring them is along dusty sight-lines. However,
this same dust strongly attenuates ultraviolet radiation, making
optical studies much more complicated than millimetre ones, as
these are not affected by extinction. Hence, we expect that in the
future, searches for molecules at millimetre wavelengths will be
more successful for very bright afterglows and for those with
very high optical extinction due to dust (dark bursts).

The sight-line of GRB 161023A is amongst the ones with
the largest number of intervening systems detected up to now
(Fynbo et al. 2009; Hartoog et al. 2015; Selsing et al. 2018).
We find nine independent absorption systems ranging from z =
1.138 to z = 2.695, most of them with multiple velocity compo-

nents, for a total of 34 different components. Only one system
has a detection of strong Mg ii. We performed Voigt profile fits
to the components for which a fit was feasible. The ALMA ob-
servations allowed us to serendipitously tentatively identify four
emitters at 350 GHz within 7′′ of the GRB. Future studies may
tell if any of these systems are related to the intervening systems
detected in the spectrum.
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Appendix A: Voigt profile fit of intervening systems

In this Appendix we present the results of the Voigt profile fits to
the intervening systems.
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Fig. A.1. Intervening system at z = 1.138. This and the following plots
use the same scheme as in Fig. 8, with the only difference that the fits
of the intervening systems are shown in blue.
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Fig. A.2. Intervening system at z = 1.243.
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Fig. A.3. Intervening system at z = 1.9267.
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Fig. A.4. Intervening system at z = 2.231.
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Fig. A.5. Intervening system at z = 2.311.
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Fig. A.6. Intervening system at z = 2.404.
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Fig. A.7. Intervening system at z = 2.525.
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Fig. A.8. Intervening system at z = 2.659. The additional absorption in
C iv λ 1548 belongs to Si ii λ1526 in the GRB host.
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Fig. A.9. Intervening system at z = 2.695.
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Table A.1. Column densities (N) and b-parameters from Voigt profile fits to the intervening systems along the line-of-sight to GRB 161023A
ordered by redshift. Different systems in the table are separated by double lines. For the fitting of the Lyman series we do not give b-parameters.
Note that the fitted transitions are different in each intervening system. The C ii line of the z = 2.404 system as well as the C iv transitions of the
z = 1.9267 system were not fitted as they are located in the red wing of Lyα of the GRB system.

Redshift log(N/cm−2) log(N/cm−2) b log(N/cm−2) b log(N/cm−2) b
km s−1 km s−1 km s−1

HI C iv Fe ii
Lyα - Ly7 1548, 1550 2600

2.6955709 — 12.28±0.55 51 5.96±0.08 88
2.6952579 15.00±0.02 13.08±0.07 18 12.68±0.03 13
2.6949573 19.19±0.02 — — — —

HI CIV Si iv
Lyα-Lγ 1548, 1550 1393, 1402

2.6605325 15.04±0.01 14.00±0.1 17 13.01±0.02 32
2.6593809 14.08±0.04 13.30±0.07 26 12.84±0.17 5
2.6590521 14.32±0.03 13.14±0.09 10
2.6583936 14.40±0.02 13.47±0.04 24
2.6572421 14.68±0.01 13.84±0.02 31
2.6551034 14.23±0.01 13.70±0.02 25
2.6539929 13.80±0.00 —

HI CIV
Lyα, Lyβ 1548, 1550

2.5275 14.34±0.02 12.92±0.02 24
2.5268 13.97±0.04 12.18±0.21 15
2.5257 14.34±0.01 — —
2.5240 13.92±0.01 — —
2.5227 13.89±0.01 — —

HI C iv Si iv Si ii
Lyα, Lyβ 1548, 1550 1393, 1402 1526

2.4054 18.57±0.01 12.71±0.03 38 13.12±0.03 38 13.16±0.04 38
2.4041 15.91±0.29 12.66±0.03 30 13.34±0.02 30 —
2.4029 15.06±0.03 12.65±0.03 26 13.20±0.02 26 —

HI C iv
Lyα 1548, 1550

2.3111 13.25±0.03 20
2.3103 14.57±0.01 12.61±0.06 20

HI C iv
Lyα 1548, 1550

2.2313 14.47±0.02 12.83±0.06 5
2.2306 14.20±0.01 12.63±0.06 5

HI C iv Si iv
Lyα 1548, 1550 1402

1.9267 14.23±0.01 (not fitted) 13.40±0.02 32
Mg ii Mg i Fe ii

2796, 2803 2852 2344, 2372, 2383, 2600

1.2446 12.70±0.02 24 — — — —
1.2440 13.32±0.03 12 11.40±0.26 7 12.56±0.06 15
1.2434 13.52±0.04 12 11.93±0.03 21 13.35±0.02 20
1.2430 13.51±0.01 20 11.80±0.05 14 12.99±0.03 11
1.2425 13.10±0.01 15 11.75±0.06 5 12.71±0.05 12
1.2413 12.92±0.11 5 — — — —

Mg ii Fe ii
2796, 2803 2600

1.1387 11.47±0.23 10 — —
1.1382 12.52±0.03 17 — —
1.1376 12.94±0.01 20 12.90±0.13 22
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Table A.1. Optical/NIR observations. Magnitudes (in the AB system) are as observed without correction for Galactic extinction, whereas the flux
densities have been corrected for it.

T-T0 Telescope/Instrument Band Magnitude Flux density
(days) (µJy)

0.46868 2.0mFaulkes g′ 19.08±0.07 94.02± 6.07
0.53520 1.0mZadko-Gingin g′ > 18.8 < 121.67
0.56466 2.0mFaulkes g′ 19.30±0.07 76.77± 4.95
1.05378 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 19.82±0.04 47.42± 1.70
1.06005 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 19.80±0.02 48.43± 0.88
1.06869 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 19.79±0.02 48.67± 0.76
1.08363 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 19.84±0.02 46.85± 0.80
1.09443 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 19.85±0.02 46.45± 0.79
1.12178 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 19.86±0.02 45.66± 0.78
1.13536 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 19.90±0.02 44.13± 0.75
2.06320 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 20.82±0.02 19.01± 0.34
2.07639 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 20.85±0.02 18.45± 0.31
3.06313 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 21.37±0.03 11.43± 0.28
3.07624 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 21.36±0.02 11.55± 0.22
4.06666 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 21.99±0.03 6.44± 0.16
4.07855 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 22.00±0.02 6.41± 0.14
5.06072 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 22.48±0.04 4.11± 0.14
6.08295 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ 22.83±0.05 2.96± 0.13

14.09933 2.2mMPG/GROND g′ > 24.43 < 0.68
0.00051 0.4mWatcher r′ 16.03±0.03 1514.96± 37.55
0.00058 0.4mWatcher r′ 14.82±0.03 4583.53±116.47
0.00066 0.4mWatcher r′ 16.33±0.04 1146.04± 41.65
0.00074 0.4mWatcher r′ 15.94±0.03 1645.89± 53.41
0.00085 0.4mWatcher r′ 16.23±0.03 1253.14± 36.06
0.00092 0.4mWatcher r′ 15.91±0.03 1688.88± 49.81
0.00100 0.4mWatcher r′ 15.48±0.02 2502.65± 56.28
0.00108 0.4mWatcher r′ 15.21±0.02 3224.04± 69.26
0.00115 0.4mWatcher r′ 15.15±0.03 3397.82± 86.34
0.00123 0.4mWatcher r′ 14.59±0.03 5712.15±134.76
0.00134 0.4mWatcher r′ 14.23±0.02 7892.23±181.74
0.00142 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.76±0.02 12189.89±274.12
0.00150 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.60±0.02 14164.45±311.22
0.00157 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.53±0.02 15135.61±348.54
0.00165 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.47±0.02 15966.14±350.81
0.00173 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.25±0.02 19498.44±428.42
0.00184 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.12±0.03 22120.75±562.10
0.00191 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.05±0.03 23593.91±556.63
0.00199 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.97±0.02 25374.64±570.60
0.00207 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.03±0.02 23900.11±550.37
0.00214 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.89±0.03 27164.38±640.87
0.00222 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.95±0.02 25680.29±577.48
0.00251 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.92±0.02 26448.43±544.74
0.00259 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.77±0.03 30338.90±751.95
0.00267 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.87±0.02 27771.53±596.63
0.00274 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.86±0.02 27925.43±613.57
0.00286 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.86±0.02 28028.50±630.28
0.00293 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.91±0.02 26693.15±573.47
0.00301 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.86±0.02 28028.50±615.84
0.00308 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.85±0.03 28313.91±684.59
0.00316 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.89±0.02 27164.38±596.85
0.00324 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.84±0.02 28654.96±615.61
0.00335 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.91±0.02 26767.01±601.92
0.00343 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.94±0.02 26013.56±558.87
0.00351 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.96±0.03 25609.43±650.75
0.00358 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.92±0.02 26497.19±582.19
0.00366 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.87±0.02 27643.93±593.89
0.00373 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.94±0.02 26037.53±559.38
0.00384 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.92±0.02 26594.99±612.43
0.00392 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.82±0.02 29026.85±623.60
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Table A.1. continued.

T-T0 Telescope/Instrument Band Magnitude Flux density
(days) (µJy)

0.00400 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.98±0.02 25142.00±465.47
0.00407 0.4mWatcher r′ 12.96±0.03 25585.85±618.62
0.00415 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.01±0.02 24299.64±546.43
0.00423 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.01±0.03 24322.03±588.07
0.00434 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.01±0.02 24479.35±550.47
0.00442 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.09±0.02 22740.49±499.65
0.00450 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.11±0.02 22181.96±487.38
0.00457 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.09±0.03 22636.01±534.03
0.00465 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.06±0.02 23334.57±524.73
0.00472 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.06±0.02 23334.57±480.61
0.00484 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.06±0.02 23227.36±510.35
0.00491 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.13±0.02 21797.16±490.16
0.00499 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.20±0.02 20398.58±448.19
0.00507 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.19±0.02 20739.57±466.37
0.00515 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.16±0.02 21144.62±464.59
0.00522 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.18±0.02 20854.50±458.21
0.00534 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.24±0.03 19696.99±476.24
0.00541 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.31±0.03 18501.20±436.48
0.00549 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.33±0.02 18230.55±400.56
0.00557 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.28±0.02 19072.16±428.88
0.00565 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.35±0.02 17881.33±402.10
0.00572 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.42±0.02 16734.00±367.68
0.00584 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.32±0.02 18281.00±411.09
0.00591 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.42±0.02 16672.47±374.92
0.00599 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.43±0.03 16519.61±389.73
0.00606 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.51±0.02 15360.31±337.49
0.00614 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.39±0.02 17218.68±387.20
0.00622 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.47±0.02 15922.08±349.84
0.00633 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.50±0.02 15488.16±356.66
0.00641 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.45±0.02 16338.04±358.98
0.00648 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.50±0.02 15502.43±356.99
0.00656 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.49±0.02 15703.62±361.62
0.00664 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.53±0.02 15107.75±339.73
0.00671 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.68±0.02 13121.99±295.08
0.00683 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.64±0.02 13677.28±307.56
0.00690 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.52±0.02 15191.47±341.61
0.00698 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.69±0.02 13097.85±294.53
0.00705 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.59±0.02 14269.21±320.87
0.00713 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.69±0.03 12989.72±314.07
0.00721 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.76±0.02 12223.62±274.88
0.00732 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.81±0.03 11619.83±288.00
0.00809 0.4mWatcher r′ 13.91±0.02 10616.95±218.67
0.00884 0.4mWatcher r′ 14.08±0.02 9086.57±187.15
0.00959 0.4mWatcher r′ 14.29±0.03 7509.31±177.16
0.01034 0.4mWatcher r′ 14.35±0.02 7079.46±155.55
0.04896 0.25mTAROT Clear(r′) 15.62±0.20 2203.94±449.64
0.06458 0.25mTAROT Clear(r′) 15.99±0.13 1567.47±202.68
0.08771 0.25mTAROT Clear(r′) 16.78±0.36 757.18±300.26
0.10739 8.2mVLT/FORS2 Rspecial(r′) 16.82±0.04 729.79± 26.89
0.10851 8.2mVLT/X-shooter r′ 16.83±0.05 723± 33
0.10853 8.2mVLT/FORS2 Rspecial(r′) 16.84±0.04 716.47± 26.40
0.11851 8.2mVLT/FORS2 Rspecial(r′) 17.03±0.05 601.45± 27.71
0.14799 8.2mVLT/FORS2 Rspecial(r′) 17.44±0.05 412.29± 18.99
0.44539 2.0mFaulkes r′ 18.57±0.03 145.61± 4.02
0.46184 2.0mFaulkes r′ 18.52±0.03 152.48± 4.21
0.55816 2.0mFaulkes r′ 18.69±0.03 130.38± 3.60
0.57271 1.0mZadko-Gingin Clear(r′) 18.69±0.21 130.38± 27.83
0.80740 2.0mFaulkes r′ 19.00±0.05 97.99± 4.51
0.81434 0.4mWatcher r′ 19.16±0.09 84.57± 7.34
0.84346 0.4mWatcher r′ 19.25±0.10 77.84± 7.68
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Table A.1. continued.

T-T0 Telescope/Instrument Band Magnitude Flux density
(days) (µJy)

0.87875 0.4mWatcher r′ 19.34±0.12 71.65± 8.70
1.05378 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 19.37±0.02 69.95± 1.32
1.05421 8.2mVLT/FORS2 Rspecial(r′) 19.39±0.05 68.42± 3.15
1.06005 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 19.36±0.02 70.11± 1.16
1.06869 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 19.38±0.02 69.08± 1.05
1.08363 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 19.42±0.02 66.74± 1.22
1.09443 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 19.43±0.02 66.06± 1.00
1.12178 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 19.43±0.02 65.76± 1.00
1.13536 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 19.48±0.02 62.92± 0.98
1.81227 2.0mFaulkes r′ 20.08±0.07 36.24± 2.34
2.06320 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 20.38±0.02 27.51± 0.55
2.07639 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 20.39±0.02 27.21± 0.55
3.06313 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 20.91±0.02 16.86± 0.34
3.07624 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 20.92±0.02 16.72± 0.32
3.54572 2.0mFaulkes r′ 21.11±0.13 14.03± 1.81
4.06666 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 21.53±0.02 9.53± 0.20
4.07855 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 21.57±0.03 9.21± 0.22
5.06072 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 22.02±0.03 6.08± 0.16
5.46725 2.0mFaulkes r′ 22.26±0.18 4.87± 0.90
6.08295 2.2mMPG/GROND r′ 22.37±0.05 4.40± 0.21

14.09933 2.2mMPG/GROND r 24.45±0.20 0.65± 0.13
519.431 8.2mVLT/FORS2 Rspecial(r′) > 26.5 < 0.10
0.45296 2.0mFaulkes i′ 18.38±0.03 170.29± 4.71
0.46904 2.0mFaulkes i′ 18.35±0.03 175.07± 4.84
0.55810 2.0mFaulkes i′ 18.50±0.03 152.48± 4.21
0.80747 2.0mFaulkes i′ 18.77±0.06 118.90± 6.57
1.05378 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 19.16±0.05 82.89± 3.98
1.06005 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 19.14±0.03 84.43± 1.98
1.06869 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 19.16±0.02 82.76± 1.60
1.08363 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 19.20±0.03 80.15± 2.16
1.09443 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 19.22±0.02 78.76± 1.65
1.12178 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 19.24±0.02 76.97± 1.57
1.13536 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 19.30±0.02 72.93± 1.57
2.06320 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 20.17±0.03 32.67± 0.83
2.07639 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 20.16±0.03 33.12± 0.78
3.06313 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 20.69±0.04 20.31± 0.69
3.07624 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 20.76±0.03 18.99± 0.60
3.55208 2.0mFaulkes i′ 20.90±0.10 16.72± 1.54
4.06666 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 21.35±0.06 11.08± 0.59
4.07855 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 21.37±0.04 10.83± 0.36
5.06072 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 21.79±0.05 7.35± 0.33
6.08295 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ 22.17±0.09 5.17± 0.42

14.09933 2.2mMPG/GROND i′ > 23.72 < 1.25
0.47510 2.0mFaulkes z′ 18.19±0.08 200.08± 14.76
0.56468 2.0mFaulkes z′ 18.35±0.10 172.66± 15.93
1.05378 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 19.08±0.08 87.77± 6.99
1.06005 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 19.02±0.04 93.27± 3.36
1.06869 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 18.98±0.03 96.83± 3.07
1.08363 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 19.08±0.04 87.77± 3.21
1.09443 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 19.04±0.03 91.73± 2.91
1.12178 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 19.03±0.03 91.95± 2.80
1.13536 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 19.09±0.03 87.65± 2.78
2.06977 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 19.93±0.03 40.41± 1.28
3.06975 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 20.44±0.04 25.08± 0.88
4.07206 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 21.13±0.04 13.30± 0.52
5.06072 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 21.61±0.05 8.57± 0.43
6.08295 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ 22.38±0.15 4.22± 0.64

14.09933 2.2mMPG/GROND z′ > 22.93 < 2.55
1.05761 2.2mMPG/GROND J 18.73±0.05 119.29± 6.05
1.07086 2.2mMPG/GROND J 18.68±0.05 125.77± 6.03
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Table A.1. continued.

T-T0 Telescope/Instrument Band Magnitude Flux density
(days) (µJy)

1.08404 2.2mMPG/GROND J 18.82±0.07 109.80± 7.70
1.09446 2.2mMPG/GROND J 18.75±0.05 117.54± 5.64
1.12181 2.2mMPG/GROND J 18.82±0.04 109.90± 4.46
1.13539 2.2mMPG/GROND J 18.82±0.05 110.40± 5.09
2.06982 2.2mMPG/GROND J 19.60±0.06 53.73± 3.22
3.06981 2.2mMPG/GROND J 20.16±0.10 32.14± 2.99
4.07313 2.2mMPG/GROND J 20.43±0.11 25.04± 2.61
5.06076 2.2mMPG/GROND J 20.97±0.18 15.21± 2.80
6.08299 2.2mMPG/GROND J > 21.16 < 12.71

14.09937 2.2mMPG/GROND J > 21.66 < 8.07
1.05761 2.2mMPG/GROND H 18.50±0.07 147.00± 9.08
1.07086 2.2mMPG/GROND H 18.45±0.06 153.64± 8.35
1.08404 2.2mMPG/GROND H 18.52±0.08 143.78± 10.87
1.09446 2.2mMPG/GROND H 18.42±0.05 158.53± 8.03
1.12181 2.2mMPG/GROND H 18.60±0.05 133.63± 6.77
1.13539 2.2mMPG/GROND H 18.60±0.06 133.63± 7.51
2.06982 2.2mMPG/GROND H 19.44±0.09 61.56± 5.11
3.06981 2.2mMPG/GROND H 19.96±0.12 38.36± 4.60
4.07313 2.2mMPG/GROND H > 20.17 < 31.53
5.06076 2.2mMPG/GROND H > 20.53 < 22.67
6.08299 2.2mMPG/GROND H > 20.56 < 21.96

14.09937 2.2mMPG/GROND H > 21.13 < 12.96
1.05761 2.2mMPG/GROND KS 18.18±0.07 195.43± 13.51
1.07086 2.2mMPG/GROND KS 18.23±0.09 186.29± 15.46
1.08404 2.2mMPG/GROND KS 18.34±0.18 168.88± 30.49
1.09446 2.2mMPG/GROND KS 18.22±0.10 188.44± 17.55
1.13539 2.2mMPG/GROND KS 18.30±0.10 175.87± 17.03
2.06982 2.2mMPG/GROND KS 19.04±0.13 89.04± 11.76
3.06981 2.2mMPG/GROND KS 19.50±0.20 58.07± 11.84
4.07313 2.2mMPG/GROND KS > 19.73 < 47.03
5.06076 2.2mMPG/GROND KS > 20.11 < 33.23
6.08299 2.2mMPG/GROND KS > 19.93 < 39.17

14.09937 2.2mMPG/GROND KS > 19.99 < 37.12
291.792 0.8mSpitzer/IRAC 3.6 µm > 25.3 < 0.28
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Table A.2. Equivalent widths of the spectral features measured in the X-shooter spectrum. This list does not include features within the Lyman-α
forest.

Wavelength Feature z EW
(Å) (Å)

4531.1 C ivλ1548.20 1.92669 0.356± 0.035
4538.6 C ivλ1550.77 1.92668 0.286± 0.029
4544.8 C iiλ1334.53 2.40550 0.310± 0.026
4595.1 N vλ1238.82 2.70937 0.277± 0.017
4609.9 N vλ1242.80 2.70928 0.147± 0.014
4640.2 S iiλ1250.58 2.70970 0.134± 0.015
4651.7 S iiλ1253.52 2.71090 0.369± 0.023
4675.9 S iiλ1259.52 2.70970 4.063± 0.019

Si iiλ1260.42 2.70970
4691.8 Si ii*λ1264.74 2.70970 4.107± 0.017
4744.6 Si ivλ1393.76 2.40420 0.391± 0.021
4774.5 Si ivλ1402.77 2.40366 0.120± 0.017
4831.1 O iλ1302.17 2.71008 2.832± 0.023
4840.4 Si iiλ1304.37 2.70970 3.316± 0.032

O i*λ1304.86 2.70970
4857.0 Si ii*λ1309.28 2.70964 1.224± 0.022
4887.4 Ni iiλ1317.22 2.71041 0.076± 0.014
4951.7 C iiλ1334.53 2.70970 6.403± 0.017

C ii*λ1335.66 2.70970
C ii*λ1335.71 2.70970

5002.5 C ivλ1548.20 2.23116 0.125± 0.015
5010.6 C ivλ1550.77 2.23107 0.092± 0.014
5083.8 Ni iiλ1370.13 2.71044 0.061± 0.014
5094.1 C ivλ1548.20 2.29032 0.136± 0.015
5101.7 Si ivλ1393.76 2.66039 0.293± 0.016
5125.2 C ivλ1548.20 2.31041 0.090± 0.014
5134.2 C ivλ1550.77 2.31076 0.221± 0.018

Si ivλ1402.77 2.66004
5169.7 Si ivλ1393.76 2.70921 2.505± 0.020
5203.2 Si iiλ1526.71 2.40540 2.221± 0.026

Si ivλ1402.77 2.70920
5258.7 Fe iiλ2344.21 1.24325 0.478± 0.018
5270.2 C ivλ1548.20 2.40407 0.634± 0.019
5278.7 C ivλ1550.77 2.40389 0.321± 0.020
5326.5 Fe iiλ2374.46 1.24324 0.149± 0.015
5461.3 C ivλ1548.20 2.52752 0.129± 0.018
5470.6 C ivλ1550.77 2.52767 0.079± 0.018
5558.5 Fe iiλ2600.17 1.13774 0.158± 0.025
5664.4 Si iiλ1526.71 2.70970 4.119± 0.032

C ivλ1548.20 2.6590
C ivλ1550.77 2.6590

5688.5 Si ii*λ1533.43 2.70966 2.084± 0.029
5721.0 C ivλ1548.20 2.69526 0.171± 0.022
5730.5 C ivλ1550.77 2.69527 0.085± 0.017
5742.6 C ivλ1548.20 2.70920 3.004± 0.044
5752.1 C ivλ1550.77 2.70919 2.475± 0.040
5802.4 Fe iiλ2586.65 1.24321 0.371± 0.032
5832.9 Fe iiλ2600.17 1.24326 0.972± 0.034
5892.2 Na iλ5891.58 0.00010 0.140± 0.029
5967.6 Fe iiλ1608.45 2.71018 1.375± 0.037
5978.2 Mg iiλ2796.35 1.13784 0.877± 0.032
5993.4 Mg iiλ2803.53 1.13780 0.485± 0.030
6019.1 Al iiiλ1862.79 2.23125 0.042± 0.015
6042.1 Fe ii2sλ1629.16 2.70870 0.051± 0.019
6044.7 Fe ii2sλ1629.16 2.71032 0.116± 0.023
6072.1 Fe ii5sλ1637.40 2.70838 0.047± 0.014
6198.0 Al iiλ1670.79 2.70964 3.834± 0.030
6273.1 Mg iiλ2796.35 1.24330 4.012± 0.038
6288.9 Mg iiλ2803.53 1.24322 3.055± 0.035
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Table A.2. continued.

Wavelength Feature z EW
(Å) (Å)

6311.5 Fe ii5sλ1702.04 2.70820 0.061± 0.016
6315.0 Fe ii5sλ1702.04 2.71025 0.232± 0.021
6343.7 Ni iiλ1709.60 2.71063 0.049± 0.016
6399.3 Mg iλ2852.96 1.24304 0.497± 0.023
6704.8 Si iiλ1808.01 2.70836 0.030± 0.013
6708.5 Si iiλ1808.01 2.71042 0.281± 0.020
7514.8 Zn iiλ2026.14 2.7084 0.066± 0.013

Cr iiλ2026.27 2.7084
Mg iλ2026.48 2.7084

7516.3 Zn iiλ2026.14 2.7097 0.045± 0.014
Cr iiλ2026.27 2.7097
Mg iλ2026.48 2.7097

7518.3 Zn iiλ2026.14 2.7105 0.078± 0.015
Cr iiλ2026.27 2.7105
Mg iλ2026.48 2.7105

7983.6 Fe iiλ2344.21 2.40567 0.088± 0.014
8037.6 Ni ii*λ2166.23 2.71041 0.329± 0.019
8114.7 Fe iiλ2382.76 2.40558 0.232± 0.012
8388.0 Fe iiλ2260.78 2.71020 0.251± 0.023
8591.3 Ni ii*λ2316.70 2.70841 0.061± 0.012
8596.0 Ni ii*λ2316.70 2.71043 0.396± 0.017
8656.0 Fe ii*λ2333.52 2.70944 0.709± 0.032
8661.7 Fe iiλ2344.21 2.70970 0.040± 0.013

Fe ii4sλ2345.00 2.70970
8672.6 Fe ii3sλ2338.72 2.70824 0.075± 0.018
8676.0 Fe ii3sλ2338.72 2.70972 0.088± 0.017
8678.3 Fe ii3sλ2338.72 2.71067 0.087± 0.017
8714.2 Fe ii*λ2349.02 2.70973 0.723± 0.026
8756.4 Fe ii3sλ2359.83 2.71060 0.243± 0.023
8772.4 Fe ii*λ2365.55 2.70838 0.057± 0.011
8776.5 Fe ii*λ2365.55 2.71014 0.319± 0.024
8809.6 Fe iiλ2374.46 2.71016 1.957± 0.022
8836.3 Fe ii*λ2381.49 2.71039 0.925± 0.076
8840.6 Fe iiλ2382.76 2.71024 0.925± 0.076
8855.1 Fe iiλ2600.17 2.40560 0.181± 0.014
8860.9 Fe ii*λ2389.36 2.70850 0.095± 0.015
8865.3 Fe ii*λ2389.36 2.71033 0.439± 0.022
8891.5 Fe ii*λ2396.36 2.71043 1.137± 0.362
8901.8 Fe ii*λ2399.98 2.70830 0.347± 0.076
8932.0 Fe ii3sλ2407.39 2.71025 0.228± 0.018
8946.2 Fe ii3sλ2411.25 2.70970 0.702± 0.004

Fe ii4sλ2411.80 2.70970
Fe ii3sλ2414.60 2.70970

9596.2 Fe iiλ2586.65 2.70991 3.973± 0.043
9607.1 Fe iiλ2600.17 2.69480 0.427± 0.020
9639.0 Fe ii*λ2599.15 2.70970 0.714± 0.025

Fe iiλ2600.17 2.70970
9694.0 Fe ii*λ2612.65 2.71042 0.690± 0.035
9745.1 Fe ii*λ2626.45 2.71038 0.489± 0.050
9753.1 Fe ii3sλ2629.08 2.70971 0.054± 0.018
9755.7 Fe ii4sλ2629.08 2.71070 0.226± 0.023
9759.8 Fe ii3sλ2631.83 2.70836 0.282± 0.025
9766.1 Fe ii3sλ2631.83 2.71076 1.189± 0.056
10372.3 Mg iiλ2796.35 2.70921 8.881± 0.216
10398.5 Mg iiλ2803.50 2.70921 6.208± 0.133
10582.1 Mg iλ2852.96 2.70918 2.437± 0.108
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